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Eight years ago the present writer was introduced to 
the fascinating, absorbing, and ofttimes dangerously be-
witching study of form-criticism. At that time he reviewed 
Dr. Vincent Taylor's book, The Formation ~ the Gospel !!:!,-
dition. What a revelation it proved to be with respect to 
the doctrine of inspiration of Scripture as he had learned 
to know it from the Bible itselfl While Dr. Taylor's views 
were in the main orthodox, the views of the form-critics, 
whose theories he discussed, were novel, to say the least. 
!.!ore often, they were shocking. 
In the first place, in order to obtain an appreciation 
of what the form-critics .attempt and to get a glinnner of un-
derstanding as to the methods by which they arrive at their 
conclusions, we must bear in mind their idea that the Bible 
(particularly the Gospels, which bear the brunt of the form-
critics' attack) is purely the work of human hands. Second, 
we must endure the agony of witnessing the form-critics 
wreak textual mayhem on what to all true believers is still 
the verbally inspired Word of God. As· such, research into 
the form-critical method is frequently painful and tedious: 
painful to heart and tedious to mind. 
Strangely enough, after the paper was completed, the 
writer found himself concurring with Dr. Taylor that form-
criticism might have its merits, if properly reined and 
applied. Determined at the time to delve into the subject 
more deeply, he made it his choice of topic for a thesis in 
partial fulfillment or the requirements for a Bachelor of 
Divinity degree. The ambitious head1ng,"Form-Crit1cism: A 
Critique And ,An Evaluation", was chosen as title for the 
work. 
The present thesis cannot do full justice to that com-
prehensive title for the simple reason that the field of 
form-criticism is far too broad and complex for the writer 
to treat it exhaustively 1n one paper. This thesis will 
attempt in part to delineate for the reader what form-crit-
ic1sm is and how it works. 
This is the plan of presentation •. First, you will read 
what form-criticism is. The mass of literature expounding 
and analyzing the form-critical method is indeed imposing. 
One could spend months exhausting the material (and himself) 
on the subject. It was the writer's privilege to read only 
a few of the major works in this field. or these the work 
already referred to, Dr. Taylor's ~ Formation Et. .2, Gospel 
Tradition, be~t describes and analyzes the form-critical 
school of thought. The salient points of his work have form-
ed the present writer's concept of form-criticism. Dr. Tay-
lor's views are used to answer in part the question, "What is 
form-criticism?" 
The second part of this thesis will endeavor to demon-
strate the workings of form-criticism. For that purpose we 
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shall employ chiefly one work by Dr. Martin Dibelius of the 
University of Heidelberg, Germany. Since Dr. Dibelius pio-
neered the method, a.~d since the consensus of opinion is that 
he is by far the mildest of the form-critics, it is entirely 
.fitting that we should examine the work selected. It is his 
book~ Message~ Jesus Christ (~ranslated by Frederick c. 
Grant, an outstanding American scholar in this .field), v,hich 
attempts to restore "the pristine gospel tradition" as Dibel-
1us thinks it existed before the evangelists allegedly man-
handled it to suit their own ends. 
Finally, an evaluation of form-criticism, simple and 
prosaic as it may be, will complete the thesis. 
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CIIAP'rER I 
WHAT IS FORU-CTIITICIS.,1 ? 
Dr. William Arndt•s notes on the course New Testament 
Introduction introduce the subject. 
A. Since about 1920 there has grown up in Germany the 
so-called Formgeschichtliche Schule. It is often 
referred to as form-cr1i1c!sm. 
B. The advocates of this theory try to go baclc beyond 
our Gospels and describe the situation before the 
Gospels were written. They think that many small . 
documents were in circulation which can be classi-
fied according to their form. 
c. Such forms are: 
D. 
E . 
1. Uiracle stories 
2. Pronouncement stories, paradigms 
.3. Aphorisms 
~~· Narratives (Tales) 
5. Legends 
6. Controversies 
7. Apocalyptic utterances 
!3y itself this theory would appear to be innocuous 
speculation except for its assumption of tales and 
legends. 
Its prominent representatives reject the divine char-
acter of the Scriptures,l 
There we have a concise summary of form-criticism, and in 
point E. the leading clue as to what our own judgment of form-
criticism must be. 
Bringing the matter up to date, form-criticism is by no 
means confined any longer merely to the German philosopher-
lwm. F. Arndt, mimeographed notes for the cours.e New 
Testament Introduction (st. Louis: Concordia r:rimeograph 
Company, c.1943), P• 34 f. 
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theologians who pioneered it. It has spread to England, 
France, and other European countries. Far more significant, 
it has spread to America, where its method seems to find en-
thusiastic approval and support among the critical elite. In 
the late 1930s and early 1940s the theological journals print-
ed in America were liberally sprinkled with articles on the 
subject and at least twenty books on form-criticism are ex-
tant in the English language. 
Point B. of the notes quoted needs no further explana-
tion. It is the kernel hypothesis of the entire theory of 
form-criticism. With reference to Point c. our study will 
bring to light that the seven simple "forms" listed by Dr. 
Arndt have greatly multiplied themselves, to the confusion 
of form-critics and form "critics" alike. Point D.apparent-
ly takes the terms "tales" and "legends" as historical judg-
ments. This conclusion is correct, 'practically speaking, but 
it is not the sense of the terms as they are first used by 
Dibelius and others of his school. 
Who started all this "innocuous speculation" and why? 
While many others have joined themselves to its cause, the 
chief "credit" for the development of the theory must go to 
Dr. Martin Dibelius, originator of form-criticism, and to 
Prof. Rudolph Bultmann (University of Marburg, Germany), out-
spoken protagonist thereof. K.L. Schmidt provided a valuable 
assist to these two by previously "proving" that the Synoptic 
framework is purely an artificial construction. Schmidt's 
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!2.!! Rahmen der Geschichte ~ tells one all about it. 
Apparently these higher critics, intrigued by the his-
torical problem the Gospels pose, felt that their superior 
powers of ratiocination would enable them t~ reconstruct ac-
curately and authoritatively that per-iod of history in the 
early Christian church which formed the gospel tradition from 
which the Evangelists allegedly edited and compiled their Gos-
pels. It is commonly referred to as the period of "the oral 
gospel" in the early Christian church. 
The exponents of form-criticism apparently employ the 
inductive method. of logic in trying to support their claims. 
They work from their established conclusions back into the 
realm of hypothetical facts. Therefore, no matter how author-
itatively they speak, the entire procedure is arbitrary, has 
an Achilles' heel in its reluctantly admitted subjectivity, 
and, after much profound effort still leaves us at the thresh-
old of the historical problem it set out to fathom. 
fiov1eve1"., because the theory of form-criticism pretends 
to graph the period of "the oral gospel tradition" for us, 
we are forced to examine its contentions. 
Form-criticism analyzes the Gospels in order to discover 
and identify the particular form in which the tradition 
is found. In doing this, it shows that the Gospels (and 
the tradition) consi~t of a number of little paragraph 
sections which in their essential nature are separate 
and independent. Form-criticism shows that these ultimate 
structural units assumed their particular 'forms' as they 
were used in preaching.2 
2n.w. Riddle, "The Influence of Environment on the Growing 
Gospel Tradition", Journal .2f Religion, XXI ( 1941), 135. 
Form-criticism is not merely a history of form but a 
history or tradition. ••• It should be cleo.rly recog-
nized as a sociological as well as a literary method.3 
These two little dicta of form-criticism ~ell set forth 
its chiof tenets. The ~nplication is plain. Those who be-
lieve that the entire Bible is the verbally inspired Word qf 
God delude themselves. The form-critics bend every effort of 
reason to persuade others to embrace their "enlightened" view, 
to wit, our knowledge of Jesus as we gain it from the Gospel 
accounts is a product of redaction and compilation. That se-
lective process (on the part of the evangelists, of course) 
is again a product of what the form-critics refer to as the 
"Sitz-ini-Leben". Briefly summed up, it means this: what the 
Gospel writers selected and compiled was influenced by the 
needs of the primitive Christian community. !·Ience, the socio-
logical import of the form-critical theory. 
Since the Sitz-im-Leben hypothesis looms so large in the 
form-critical method, indeed being the basis on which the en-
tire framework of Dibelius• theory is built, it behooves us 
to give it some consideration. 
This Sitz-im-Leben is not a single historical occurrence, 
but a typical, permanent sociological condition in the life of 
the community. Dibelius rationalizes it to this effect: The 
early Christian community, influenced by Jesus• preaching of 
the coming of the Kingdom of God, stirred by the call "Repent 
yeJ for the Kingdom of God is at handJ" believed that the 
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Kinedom of God (a future state or condition, as the form-crit-
ics visualize it) would manifest itself 1n their day to them. 
Spurred by this glorious hope, stimulated by the urgent need 
to iterate the call to repentance to others simultaneously 
with the announcement of the Kingdom's near approach, these 
early Cb:t•istians went out to preach that messag~. Missionary 
purpose was the cause of the rise of "the gospel tradition"; 
preaching was the means v1hereby the message was given "form". 
That, ·briefly, is the Sitz-im-Leben (Situation-in-Life) 
hypothesis as propounded by Dibel_tus. It is the life situa-
tion out of which the materials of the gospel tradition spring. 
We are asked to believe that the situation in life in the early 
Christian corm~~ity as described above conditioned the preach-
ing of those who set out to missionize the unbelieving. After-
wards, Dibelius adduces the presence of Story-tellers and 
Teachers, vmo assisted the Preachers in the promulgation and 
propagation of the message. These men of course "shaped" the 
gospel tradition to the "f'orm11 best suited to their task. 
Hence the development of the various "forms" which the form-
critics have discerned in the Gospels. The Gospels contain 
a crystallization of the most edifying anecdotes of the oral 
gospel t1,adition in their various forms, plus certain "evan-
e;elistic interpretative additions" to give the content smooth-
ness. 
It might be interesting to note with respect to the Sitz-
im-Leben hypothesis that Bultmann (an exceedingly harsh and 
skeptic form-critio) also accepts Dibelius' :fundamental theorem,. 
• 
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However, while Dibelius pred:i.cates the existence of an early 
Christlan co1mnun1ty and then seeks in the Gospels for II forms" 
that correspond to its needs, Bultmann prefers to conclude 
fr•om the literary species ( forms) discovered in the text of 
the Gospels what phases of co1mnunity life created them. A 
Roman Catholic scholar in comparing the two vieupoints states 
that they are perfectly legitimate, and the result is a meth-
odological circle, which, however, tends to a neglect for ei-
ther form or Sitz-im-Leben. This scholar further points out 
t hat in practice Dibelius and Bultmann ofttimes s,7itch their 
view:points. Dibelius frequently seelrn to prove from the forms 
he has elected that type or phase or co1nr:1ui1.ity life which cre-
ated t hem; I3ultmann often works from the principle of the es-
tablrshed Christian community and then s~eks in the Gospels 
fc1r II forms" to correspond to the Sitz-im-Leben. 
We might also point out, as the R.oman Ce.t holic scholar 
referred to has done, that the existence of the early Christ-
ian community, which is so useful to the form-critical method, 
is not definitely proved by its exponents but only assumed. 
Therefore we see at once that aside from its tacit error in 
subtly negating the doctrine of the verbal inspiration of 
Scripture, the form-critical method advances its claims from 
an exceedingly shaky foundation. 
However, we digress. Let us continue with Dibeliust as-
sumption (generally accepted in the form-critical school)that 
the early Christian co1mnunity, eager for the imminent approach 
of the Kingdom of God, anxious to propagate the message which 
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Jesus preached concerning the Kingdom of God, first told that 
message by means of preaching and later, by a process of de-
velopment - also influenced by rabbinic and Ilellenistic tra-
dition-, created the diverse "forms" ·which are to be found 
i11 tho Gospels. 
The theory is complex, and to this writer at least, con-
fu.sine;. Much space and the highest flights of philosophic 
fancy are spent in the attempt to trace accurately the devel-
opment of the gospel tradi tion from its initial status as a 
group or many, isolated fragments (as the fol"Ill-critics sup-
pose) to the poi11t \7he:.."e the material was refined, joined1 and 
compiled. Attempts are made to define the locale from ,'lh.ich 
each Gospel writer in turn drew upon his source of information. 
We heo.r of Judaistic Christian communities, Gentile Christian 
communities; reference is unde to the tradition ,ihich Paul re-
ceived (1 Corinthians 15:3 ff.)--from whom did he receive it 
a..'1.d how did they obtain it ? One of the salient arguments of 
form-criticism is sounded repeatedly, namely, that the goopel 
tradition was inf'luenced by Jewish rabbinic literature and 
"form" and also by Hellenistic literature and 11 form11 • The ar-
gument from analogy is indeed imposing, but the differences 
a.1J1ong the three traditions, the c;ospel tradition, the rabbinic 
tradition, and the Hellenistic tradition, are at times so glar-
ing , the discrepancies so e:;reut in purportedly analogous ac~ 
counts, that the argument from analogy cannot be accepted as 
valid proo.f for the contention that the growing gospel tradi-
tion was influenced in its development by the other two, 
PRITZLAFF .MElVLORIAL LIBRARY 
CONCORDIA S&\fINARY 
ST. LOUIS. MO 
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This judgment is conclusively proved by Laurence UcGinley, 
s.J., in his book Form-Criticism .2£~ Synoptic Healing Narra-
tives. On pages 145-ll~9 of this book McGinley presents a de-
tailed survey of the three tro.ditions named. He proves that 
uhile in the main there are a great many similarities among 
the three, the analogy is by no means complete o.nd conclusive. 
Each tradition is analyzed nccording to content, style, expo-
sition, description o~ the healing, and finally the conclusion 
of.' the healing narrative (also called 11healing mira~le story"). 
Close study of ?;tcGinley's schematic outline reveals a gradual 
deterioration in "f.'orm11 f.'rom the incomparable synoptic healing 
accounts t hrough the credible narratives of rabbinic tradition 
to the credulous and of.'ttimes mythological treatment of the 
Hellenistic healing tradition. Therefore it can clearly be 
seen by any unprejudiced eye that the analogy from rabbinic 
and Hellenistic tradition cannot be .forced. Another premise 
of.' form-criticism is thereby for all practical purposes voided. 
Be that as it may, we must proceed to the next point of 
the form-critical theory, i.e., how did the Gospel accounts 
come at last to be written? The answer is simple, according 
to Dibelius. When the remnants of.' the older generation of 
the early Christian connnunity perceived that the Kingdom of . 
God apparently would not make its appearance to them, they 
felt the need of.' setting •ovm the tradition in writing to safe-
guard the message .for f.'uture generations. The various tradi-
tions were then set down (by nameless individuals, of course, 
for those traditions were products of.' community life and 
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needs, and as such, anonymous). One such anonymous tradition 
is termed "Q". "Q," ls said by source- and form-critics alike 
to be the v,ritten form of the gospel tradition from which the 
Gospel writers Matthew and Luke allegedly drew much of their 
material. 
From these units of tradition, f'ully shaped, we are told 
that all the Gospel writers drew their material, selecting 
here and there, afterwards editing their selections to form 
either a "chronological11 or a "topical11 account of the ministry 
of Jesus and the message he preached. 
That, in essence, is the philosophy of form-criticism. 
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Documenting the form-critical theory or the emergence of 
the Gospels, here is a detailed summary of that theory as it is 
found 1n Chapter VIII of Vincent Taylor's book The Formation of - -
~ Gospel Tradition. 
The emergence of the Gospels is traced through three periods 
of development, 30-50 A.D., 50-65 ~.D., and 65-100 A.D •• Taylor 
hastens to add that his chapter title, "The Emergence of the Gos-
pels", is concerned with the vital conditions out of which the 
Gospels came into being, rather than with the question of author-
ship, dates, and sources, though these latter considerations are 
not entirely ignored. 
In the first period (30-50 A.D.) form-critics are of the 
opinion that the Christians preserved cycles of collected re-
miniscences associated with the various centers of the ministry 
of Jesus. This kind of recollection is the explanation of the 
Passion narratives and of those short connected cycles of Mark-
an trad~tion dealing with Capernaum. Practical interests were 
uppermost, and thus it was that within about a decade the gos-
pel tradition came to be mainly a collection of isolated say-
ings, stories, and sayin~s-groups. These, incidentally, were 
useful "anecdotes" for the early Christian preachers. · 
Moreover, the first Passion Stories were shaped by the 
earliest preaching and by repetition during the meetings of 
the communities to break bread. The principal agents who 
shaped the tradition were eyewitnesses and others who had know-
ledge of the original facts. Constant repetition gave relative 
fixity to the story, yet the material was flexible. Early 
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Christian leaders are mentioned as roving about from city to 
city, carrying details of their own cormnunity story to another 
connnunity which promptly incorporated some of the new material 
presented into their own account of the tradition. 
Purporting to go behind the scene to get at the thoughts 
and needs of the people of that era, form-criticism proposes 
the theory that ~he first Christians were a reflective people, 
thinking their way out of a situation that forced concentrated 
mental ef£ort. We are told that the early Christians were by 
no means harassed or perplexed, for they had an answer to ev-
ery one 0£ their problems in the authoritative words of Jesus. 
Besides pronouncement stories, primitive sayings-groups were 
repeated and taught in the first Christian assemblies for the 
purpose of instruction. Free use was also made of isolated 
sayings. Ii'urthermore, Jesus' deeds of compassion and victo-
rious conflict with the powers of darkness were eagerly re-
counted by means of the healing~accounts and the stories of 
exorcism. Again, great interest was shown in the narratives 
which told of decisive moments in the life of Jesus and in 
incidents which pictured His habitual intercourse with men 
and which reflected ideas precious to the community. Other 
stories loved and accepted were those which revealed His at-
titude toward sinners, the nature of H~s message, and His 
dealings with individual men and women. In view of all this 
interest in fraginentary phases of tradition pertinent to the 
life of Jesus, form-criticism deduces that during the whole 
first period (30-50 A.D.) there was no demand for a connected 
12 
record. 
The second period (50-65 A.D.) form-critics characterize 
as being concerned with the attempt to gather the scattered 
elements of the tradition into groups. Narrative tradition 
is in the main disregarded. The sayings of Jesus take the 
chief interest. They are arranged in topical rather than 
chronological succession for purposes of Christian instruct-
ion and defense. In this endeavor attention was naturally 
directed to the pronouncement stories. In isolation these sto-
ries had proved to be valuable; might they not be still more 
effective in combination? The form-critic Albertz has made 
an interesting study of Mark 2:1 to Mark 3:6, endeavoring to 
demonstrate the connection of the pronouncement stories into 
groups. The section consists of five pronouncement stories 
loosely joined together. Albertz points out that in these five 
stories there is a gradual mounting of opposition between Jesus 
and the Pharisees which reaches its climax in l,Tark 3:6 • 
In the first story, that of The Paralytic, opposition to 
Jesus is latent. In the second, an objection is voiced against 
Jesus: "He eateth with publicans and sinners." In the third, 
Jesus is questioned about His disciples' failure to f'ast as 
John's disciples had done. The fourth story suggests Jesus• 
responsibility for this breach of the Law. The final story 
of the group shows that Jesus' every move is watched with hos-
tile intent. The final words of' the story are,".And the Phar-
isees went out ••• and took com1.sel ••• how they might destroy him." 
The cycle is complete. Albertz now states that the section 
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(I.lark 2:1 to 3:6) obviously has been carefully and deliberately 
compiled by an author earlier than Mark vrho wished to illus-
trate the way in which the breach between Jesus and the polit-
ical leaders was effected. Mark, then, is a composition which 
gathered into itself earlier attempts to serve religious and 
apologetic needs, reshaping the material and supplying temporal 
and local connecting links so that the record became a literary 
whole. 
Incidentally, the "development" of the document "Q" is 
traced at length in the same manner applied to the "evolution" 
of the gospel tradition. 
The final period of Gospel compilation (65-100 A.D.) is 
regarded as proceeding without intermission from the second, 
carrying forward on a much larger scale the work of those who 
first grouped the pronouncement stories and expanded "Q". The 
special impulse to this task of Gospel compilation was given 
by the rapid expansion of the Gentile mission, the lapse of 
time, and the increased need for Christian instruction and 
dei'ense. 
Luke is mentioned as being the first of the Gospel writ-
ers to begin this larger undertaking, expond·ing "Q" with the 
addition of the Passion Story and local narrative- and dis-
course-tradition of Caesarea. The result: Proto-Luke, never 
published. Finally, after copious addit i ons or extracts from 
Mark {the first completed Gospel, i'orm-critios say), Luke's 
work, incorporating his own "superb idyll" of the Nativity, 
was completed, probably in the early eighties, form-critics 
think. 
Mark's Gospel is regarded as developing from the tradi-
tion he lmew and from the special advantages he enjoyed in 
being a native of Jerusalem and in being Peter's literary in-
terpreter. (Not all form-critics hold the latter view.) As a 
native of Jerusalem, Mark lmew the Palestinian tradition; as 
n resident of Rome, he had access to the local discourse tra-
dition of the Roman church and to the valuable material sup-
plied by his bishop there, Peter. 
Matthew is pictured as being responsive to the histori-
cal interests which motivated Luke and therefore he has al-
legedly re-edited and expanded Mark. Otherwise Matthew is 
not critically valuable, say the form-critics. 
John represents the gospel tradition at the peak of its 
development, according to the more liberal form-critics. Some, 
like Bultmann, absolutely veto this view and go to the other 
extreme, completely negating the record of John's Gospel for 
the reason that since it was written near the close of the 
first century A.D. it is too far removed from the actual his-
torical occurrences it speaks of for the form-critics to dis-
cern in it the pristine tradition from which John is supposed 
to have drawn his material. The majority of the form-critics, 
however, hold with Dr. Taylor that "John gave us the tradition 
in the form it came to assume in his mind after many years of 
thought and experience. 11 4 
4vincent Taylor, The Formation of the Gosijel Tradition 
(2nd ed.J New York: Charles Scribner,; s'ons, 1 35), P• 188. 
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Again, Taylor in summing the opinion of the liberal form-
critics with respect to the Gospel of John states: 
It is the work of the Evangelist, but it is also the tra-
dition of Ephesus, the form of the Gospel story which met 
its needs, answered its questions, and informed its Christ-
ianity.5 
Summing up the form-critical theory of the emergence of 
the Gospels, 'l'aylor iterates the form-critical conclusion: 
We see Jesus better, for we behold him not only in the 
final form which the traditions assume in the Gospels, 
but also in the lives, thoughts, 6and desires of men throughout the formative period. 
It is hoped that this rather lengthy documentation of 
the view propounded on page nine of this thesis has not proved 
too tedious for the reader to discern that all the elements of 
the development of the gospel tradition as form-criticism en-
visions it are touched upon therein. 
Now that the basic theory of form-criticism lias been 
outlined, we shall examine the method it seeks to apply to 
the Go~pels, particularly to the synoptic Gospels. 
5Loc. cit. --
CHAPTER II 
!!OW DOES FORr,1-CRITICISrit' WORK ? 
The method form-criticism seeks to apply to the synoptic 
Gospels may be likened to the process of gold mining and re-
fining. Like gold miners, the form-critics chip or blast 
"the gold-bearing ore of pristine gospel tradition" from the 
hard rock of the canonical Gospels :t;n which it is 1mbedded. 
Then, applying the .forms they create, the .form-critics smelt 
the .foreign matter (evangelistic accretions, soteriological 
themes, and the like) from the pure gold of the"pristine gos-
pel tradition" till the separation is clearly seen, and the 
pristine tradition allegedly .formed in and by the early com-
munities stands forth in all its glory alone. 
The process has also been likened by the advocates of the 
method to a delicate, precise surgery of the Gospels, dissect-
ing and removing the pure primitive tradition intact from the 
body of literature which surrounds it. Dy opponents of the 
method the "delicate surgery" has been termed "gross butchery11 • 
Since it is not feasible to discuss at length in this pa-
per every portion of New Testament Scripture to which the meth-
od is applied by sundry form-critics, it is perhaps the happi-
est choice to present "the pristine tradition" as Dr. Dibelius, 
.first .form-critic, envisions it, afterwards examining the form-
method as applied to such important sections as The Infancy 
Narratives, the Passion Story, and the Resurrection account. 
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Dr. Dibelius restores the pristine tradition in these six 
classes of form: Early Christian Preaching, The Old stories 
(sometimes called Paradigms}, Parables, Sayings (Aphorisms) , 
'11he Great Uiracle Tales, and Legends. However, in the intro-
duction to his book,~ Message .££ Jesus Christ, ~herein the 
tradition is thus catalogued, Dlbelius ls careful to state, 
The selection of the passages from the Gospels is an ex-
periment, the critical classification is an experiment, 
the translation is an experiment: and the experiment 
will be justified if on the unprejudiced ear the ancient 
words resound fresh and true ••• 1 
Thus safeguarded, Dibelius proceeds with conviction to recount 
the arbitrary dicta to which his experiment has led him (and 
others). 
Remembering Dibelius' favorite theory of the Sitz-im-
Leben which first formulated the message of the gospel tradi-
tion, let us examine his examples of Early Christian Preach-
in3 . ~e use Dibelius' translation. 
Here begins the I,iessage of Salvation through Jesus Christ 
the Son of God: 
As it is written in Isaiah the prophet---
A voice resounds in the wilderness: 
Prepare the way of the Lord, 
i-.lak e his path smooth, 
so John the Baptiser appeared in the wilderness and an-
nounced a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of 
sins. And he preached as follows: 1After me comes one 
who is mightier than I, and I am not worthy to stoop 
and loose the latchet of his shoes. 
I have baptised you with water; 
he will baptise you with Holy Spirit.' 
l rv~artin Dibelius, The Message of Jesus Christ (Nev, York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons7"T939), p. xx. 
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Now after John was cast in prison, J8 sus appeared 1n 
Galilee and prclaimed the l.lessage or God: 
'The time is fuli'illod, the Kingdom of God is at 
hand; repent and believe in the Message of Salva-
tion. t 
- Uark 1:1-4,7-8,14-15 2 
The reader will note that the delicate surgery has be-
gun. The verses quoted are "pristine" and allegedly formed 
the first fragments of the gospel tradition. The verses omit-
ted (Mark 1:2,5,6,9-13) are deemed "evangelistic accretions" 
and other ".forms" of the tradition. Verse 2, for instance, 
ls a deliberate attempt on Mark's part to tie up the historic 
facts of Jesus• appearing with Old Testament Scripture prophe-
cy (Malachi 3:1). Verses 5 and 6 are effective coloring and 
description of John the Baptiser, but as such they are not es-
sential to preaching. Hence, their omission in this example 
of Early Christian Preaching. Verses 9-13 of Mark l speak of 
the Baptism of Jesus and His Temptation. Both fragments of 
the tradition find their classification in another "form". 
Mark includes them, according to form-critical view, for smooth-
ness' sake, progressing by means of them from John the Baptiser 
to Jesus as the center of interest and attention. 
Next, Dibelius adduces an example of early apostolic 
preaching. It is Peter's (edited) sermon to Cornelius. 
You know what took place in the land of the Jews: how fol-
lowing the baptism, which John had preached, (the Gospel) 
began in Galilee with Jesus of Nazareth. God anointed him 
with Holy Spirit and with power. And he went about the 
country and did much good, and healed all that were in the 
2rbid.; p. 3. 
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devil's power, for God was with him. And they hanged 
him on a tree and put him to death. 
God awakened him on the third day, and let him appear 
visibly, not before all the people but before those 
wi~nesses vn1om God had previously chosen. And he bade 
us preach to the people and proclaim: He is the one 
whom God has ordained to judge the living and the dead. 
All the prophets bear witness to him, that everyone who 
believes in him shall through his name receive forgive-
ness of sins. 
-Acts 10:37-43 3 
Notice the compactness of this example of Early Christ-
ian Preaching. Facts are crammed together without description 
or detail. It is, in effect, a brief formula testifying to 
the divine plan of salvation. From this Dibelius deduces that 
the record of Acts 10:37-43 and similar sermonic passages in 
Acts chapters 2, 3, and 13 are compositions of the author of 
Luke-Acts in which he set forth what he understood to be the 
message of the apostles. Here truth and error are mingled, 
and one amendment especially is necessary. Anyone can see 
that Acts 10:37-43 is not a complete sermon but rather a se-
ries of topic sente~ces, ending with the heraldic passage, as 
Dibelius terms it, to believe on Jesus for the forgiveness of 
sins because all the prophets (again a tie-in with the canon-
ically accepted Old Testament Scripture) give witness to Je-
sus. The amendment to the conclusion mentioned above will be 
dealt with and enlarged later. 
Before disposing of this example, the reader will note by 
comparison with his King James Authorized Version of the Bible 
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(or Nestle's New Testament 1n Greek)" that the prefatory verses 
to this passage are omitted (for what reason the present writer 
cannot fathom) and the major portion of verse 39 has also been 
deleted. The reason for this bit of critical surgery is the 
oft spoken (and sometimes outspoken) tenet of the form-critical 
method that the testimony of eyewitnesses to Jesus' ministry is 
tenuous, unreliable, subject to idealization of Jesus. For con-
firmation of this statement, witness the opinion of form-criti-
cism with respect to the Gospel of John, the disciple whom Je-
sus loved. Opinion 1): John represents the gospel tradition 
at the peak of its development. "He gave us the tradition 1n 
the form it came to assume in his mind after many years of 
thought and experience (cf. p. 14 supra)." This is the opinion 
of Taylor and others. Opinion 2): The Gospel of John must be 
invalidated with respect to authentic, valid eyewitness account; 
his work is too far removed from the history he records, and it 
is extremely liable to evangelistic coloration. This is the 
opinion of Bultmann and his disciples. Both opinions - one kind, 
one harsh - present the same conclusion, The testimony of the 
eyewitness John is ruled out of the pristine gospel tradition. 
Furtherinore, and getting to the real issue at hand, the testi-
mony of eyewitnesses (like Peter in Acts 10:39) is usually 
omitted by the form-critics because such eyewitness testimony 
does not fit into the prim~ thesis of the form-critical theory 
that the gospel tradition was shaped by nameless individuals 
in the primitive Christian community. 
The third example Dibelius has selected gives us yet an-
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other form of the tradition as used 1n preaching. It is the 
famous passage Philippians 2:6-11, often used by the fo:rm-
critics to demonstrate the "Christological theme" of the ear-
ly preaching. The translation is again that of Dibelius. 
He lived a divine existence, 
but thought nothing of grandeur 
nor of the glory of divine nature; 
he gave up glory and grandeur, 
taking a poor existence in exchange, 
became humanlike in fo:rm 
and humanlike in bearing. 
He chose renunciation, 
obedient to death, 
to the .death upon the cross. 
Therefore God exalted him to highest glory 
and gave him the name above all names. 
Now at the name of Jesus 
let every lmee bow, of all that live and move 
whether 1n heaven or earth or the under-world, 
and let every tongue conf'ess 
that Jesus Christ is Lord---
to the honour of God the Father. 
-Philippians 2:6-11 4 
Aside from the theological import of the translation, 
the "free translation" of ~s iv /< 0 f'f -ii JE,1,· , "who, being 1n the 
form of God", assumes too broad a latitude. This paves the 
way for the later assertion, a process of evolution in the 
form-critical philosophy, that Jesus the prophet of God was of 
such godlike nature that the early Christian community in shap-
ing the gospel tradition according to a Christological motif 
gradually came to identify Jesus as God's Son, proclaiming him 
God, rather than considering him a "Son of God", that is, "One 
chosen by God in a special way to do a special work for Him". 
Jesus' special work was, according to the form-critics, that 
!~Ibid,, P• 5. -
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he was the bearer of the .final !.!essage of Salvation from God. 
In exposition of the tra.."'lslation Dibelius aays, 
The translation re.fleets the peculiar form o.f the section. 
It is almost a poem with regularly constructed lines,some-
times with a three-beat, sometimes a four-beat metre. Now 
it is hardly to be supposed that Paul composed such a for-
mal hyn'.Il for the purpose of exhorting the Ph~l1pp1ans. Ob-
viously he must have used one that was already 1n existence 
whether written by himself or another person, perhaps for 
use in public worship - a hymn to the glory of Christ. 
Hence this famous 'Christological' passage must have had a 
wide circulation, and so may be taken as an example show-
ing how5the life o.f Jesus was viewed in the Pauline connnu-nities. . 
The conclusion is deftly drawn. But may not the unpreju-
diced reader with complete objectivity also draw the conclu-
sion that Paul, a highly literate man, disciple of the esteemed 
Gamaliel, also a scion of Roman culture,~ compose this "for-
mal hymn" exactly for the purpose of exhorting the Philippians, 
without resorting to an earlier tradition? That conclusion 
seems just as credible as the one Dibelius draws with reference 
to the anonymous "Pauline communities". 
1rhe final example of Early Christian Preaching which Dib-
elius adduces is this: 
In the beginning was the everlasting Word 
and the everlasting Word vras with God 
and of godlike nature was the everlasting Word, 
hence it was in the beginning with God. 
By its activity all things came into being 
and naught that exists came apart from its activity. 
And the everlasting Word became man upon earth 
and sojourned in our midst 
and we beheld his glory---
glory given an only begotten by a Father---
full of grace and truth. 
5Ibid., p, 131 f. 
-
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And from his fulness we have all partaken: 
grace upon grace. 
For Uoses gave the Lav,, 
but Jesus Chr 1st brought grace and truth. 
No one has ever seen God; 
the only-begotten Son, 
who was in the Father's bosom, 
he has made him lmown. 
-Hohn 1:1-3,14,16-18 6 
What is set forth here according to Dibelius is the com-
mon Christian faith in the revelation of God through the his-
torical appearance of Jesus. In order to remove every inci-
dental reference, those verses are left out which speak of 
the testimony of John the Baptist and so provide a connection 
with the narratives which follow in the Gospel. 
This example of Early Christian Preaching taken from the 
Gospel of John and John's Gospel itself are regarded by a ma-
jority of form-critics as "a product of a peculiar type faith 
reflected back into the life of Jesus". The present section 
of John is adduced therefore only because it is considered a 
classical testimony to early Christian preaching. Otherwise 
the record of John's Gospel is virtually ignored by those who 
search for "pristine tradition". It is significant to note 
that the Gospel of John is referred to in !h! Message of~ 
~ Christ only nine times with reference to "probable" pris-
tine tradition. 
It is evident that Dr. Dibelius has not used every exam-
ple of early Christian preaching in his presentation. In us-
ing the four examples listed he has in general covered the 
6~., p. 6. 
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field to substantiate his contention that preaching first 
conditioned the "form" or tho gospel tradition. Follo,.,ing 
this, he proceeds to catalogue the remnants or "the pris-
tine tradition" 1n their entirety according to the form.-
categories to which they allegedly belong. 
The first of these form-categories bears the heading "The 
Old Stories", also called pronouncement stories, or paradi8fflS. 
Answering his own question, "Is it possible to determine which 
stories were first told about Jesus ?", Dibelius states: 
In the second section we have ventured to restore t wenty-
six narrative passages (not including the Passion narra-
tive) as examples of this oldest tradition. Back of this 
attempt lie t wo presuppositions. The first has already 
been named: it is the probability that the earliest tra-
dition arose in connection with preaching. The second is 
that in several of these storiea we find direct evidence 
of their relation to preaching.1 
For the reader's interest we shall list The Old Stories 
of "the pristine tradition". Here they are: 
The 
The Healing in the Synagogue: 
The Healing of the Paralytic: 
The Call of the Tax Gatherer: 
Fasting : 
The Sabbath : 





I.iark 2: 23-28 
Uark 3:1-5 
7. The Healing of the Man 
With Dropsy : Luke 14:1-6 
8. Jesus and His Family : mark 3 : 31-35 
9. His Own City : Mark 6:1-4 
10. The Confession of Peter : Mark 8:27-29j John 6:66-69 
11. The Children : Mark 10:13-lo 
12. The Rich Man : Mark 10:17-25 
13. Places of Honor : Mark 10:35-37.41-45 
14. The Inhospitable Samaritans : Luke 9:52-56 
15. The Blind Man at Jericho : Mark 10:46-52 
lb. The Cleansing of the Temple : Mark 11:15-17; John 2:13-17 
17. The Tribute Money : Mark 12:13-17 
18. The Resurrection : Mark 12:18-25 
19. The Anointing : r1 ark lu.:3-7 
20. The Centurion at Capernaum : Matt.18:5-10.13; Luke 7:1-10 
21. The Message from the Baptist: Matt.11:2-6; Luke 7:18-23 
22. The Phoenician Woman : Mark 7 :24-30 
2). Two Followers : Matt.8:19-22; Luke 9:57-60 
24.. '11he Question About Authority: Mark 11:27-33 
25. On Misfortunes : Luke 13:1-5 
20. Mary and Martha : Luke 10:;38-4? 
Passion Narrative: Mark lk:1.2.10.11.17-31.43-54.66-72. 
Mark 15:1-15.21-39; 1 Corinthians 15:3-5 
7 Ibid. , p. 135. -
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On first glance it may seem odd to the reader to find 
that this conglomeration of narratives is classified collec-
tively under the heading "The Old Stories". The stories range 
in content from several healing narratives through a variety 
of subjects to the story of Mary and Martha. Dibelius groups 
them thus as examples of the oldest tradition, allies and also 
component ·parts of early Christian preaching, for these reasons. 
They·all have this in common, viz. that an ordinary occa-
sion provides Jesus Yilth the opportunity for a healing or 
a . pronouncement. Such acts had deep meaning for the ear-
ly communities, and it is on account of this meaning that 
the stories were told. Healing and pronouncement accord-
ingly stand on the same level; both spring fro! Jesus• di-
vine authority; both testify to his mission ••• 
Secondly, 
Another feature is certainly common to all these passages: 
they show which concept of Jesus as Savior a.r;,.d Teacher 
prevailed in the Christian community. From them we see 
how he took hold of men just where he found them, helped 
them, warned and admonished them, and by word and deed 
proclaimed to them the coming Kingdom, the Judgment, and 
Salvation. Everything is concentr~ted upon this procla-
mation. 9 
Thus viewed, "The Old Stories" seem to fit the fundamen-
tal Sitz-im-Leben hypothesis very well, and they are certain-
ly very appropriate examples to prove Dibelius• point. 
The line of reasoning Dibelius pursues in accepting each 
of these narratives for "The Old Stories" category makes fas-
cinating reading. He obviously exerts meticulous care in sep-
arating them from other stories which might qualify for this 
8 Ibid., p. 138. -
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"form" but are rele3ated to another category or even to the 
realm of "adulterated" tradition and "evangelistic accretion. 11 
As a detective solves his problems by a process of elim-
ination, Dibelius solves his problems as to what .formed the 
pristine tradition in the same manner. Therefore, some mate-
rial which is Joined in the Gospels is divided by him and a 
portion or it is transplanted to another "form"j or, in some 
cases, that portion is ruled out or the pristine tradition 
entirely. 
For example of such a transplanting, take the section 
I.iark 2:18-22. Verses 10-20 are listed as being among "The 
Old Stories". Verses 21 and 22 .apparently are Joined to the 
p1 .. evious verses; yet they are not included among "The Old 
stories". Why? According to Dibelius, verses 21 and 22 are 
metaphorical sayings about the patch or new cloth on the old 
sarment and about the new wine in old wineskins. They have 
nothing whatever to do w~th the saying about .fasting (Mark 2: 
18-20) which is listed under the heading "The Old Stories". 
Instead, verses 21 and 22 .find their proper place among the 
Sayings of .Jesus under the heading "Similes". There.fore, ac-
cording to .form-critical view, though there seems to be a unit 
o.f tradition recorded in Mark 2:18-22, there are really two 
separate units of tradition .forced into a union by Uark. The 
Old Story ending with the pronouncement of .Jesus (Hark 2:19.20) 
is divorced .from the similes which illustrate that pronounce-
ment. Both portions of the divided section remain within the 
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precincts of pr1at1ne tra<:lition, but no\7 1n different "forms"• 
Other Gospel material does not fare so well in this pro-
cess of elimination which ferrets out the pristine tradition. 
For instance, in the Passion Narrative, which Dibelius class-
es as "tho only section of the old tradition mich sho'°,s a 
long, continuous narrative", the following major scenes are 
omitted: Jesus' prayer-periods in the Garden of Gethsemane, 
the hearing before Annas, and the trial before Caiaphas. In 
addition, the scene on the cross is excerpted. These inci-
dents are ruled out of "pristine tradition" because these por- _ 
tions of the Passion Narrative in I.lark's Gospel allegedly dis-
turb the sequence of the narrative. 
Dibeliua bars the Gethsemane scene (Mark 14:32-42) from 
the pristine tradition on several counts. He explains his 
reasons thus: 
Lilce the entire Marean Passion it ( the Gethsemane scene) 
is orientated not psychologically but soteriologioally. 
Its high point is the antithesis between Jesus' agonized 
resignation to the will of God (xiv,36) and the unsuspect-
ing sleep of the disciples who lmow nothing of 'the hour•. 
That no historical tradition comes to expression here---
and indeed, a6ainst every Christology--- is seen in the 
fact that every kind of eyewitness i s excluded from the 
essential part of the scene, since the witnesses are a-
sleep. The essential content is presented as a mystery 
to which only the three intimate disciples were admitted, 
just as in the case of the only Uarcan instance of rais-
ing the dead, and in that of the Transfiguration. But 
this comparison shows also the uniqueness of the scene, 
for the three intimate disciples do not now experience, 
as formerly, the revelation of Divine glory in Jesus; in-
deed, toward the end of the scene the separation of the 
three disciples from the others is left altogether out of 
consideration. Hence, it is artificial. And the real 
proceeding, Jesus' going to and fro between the place of 
prayer and the disciples, is .also seen to be invented; 
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for the second act of prayer (xiv,39) is not completed 
with words of prayer, and the third (xiv,41) is 1n any 
case only referred to. ••• Thus I cannot regard the scene 
either as an historical tradition nor as a Legend current 
originally in isolation. Luke himself filled it out with 
a •legendary• content, but waived th~ threefoldness of 
the act of prayer(cf. p. 201 supra).10 
Since the Gethsemane scene is thus ruled out of the pris-
tine tradition, how does it come to appear in the Gospels, par-
ticularly in Mark•s Gospel, accredited by form-critics as the 
first complete Gospel to be written? According to form-crit-
ical view, the scene is Mark's evangelistic construction. The 
thinking of Dibelius is this: 
We may gather from Hebrews v,7 that independently or the 
Gethsemane tradition the view existed in the Churches 
that J8 sus in His time of suffering had prayed to God 
with strong crying and tears. This conception probably 
rested upon the Psalms or suffering which were read as 
a record of the Passion, and all three of which (Psalms 
xxii,2l~; xxx.i,22; lxix,3) speak or cries in addition to 
that of extreme stress ·and of prayer for deliverance 
Psalms xxii,20; xxxi,9.10.22; lxix,l f.). A presentation 
of the Passion must take account of this, and perhaps the 
oldest record used by Mark did so (cf. p. 187 supra),per-
haps with a lament of Jesus and with the content of His 
prayer, and thus, to some extent, with a description of 
the same content as Uarlt xiv, 34 f •• Mark built up this 
material into a process. ••• The whole grew, if only by 
suggestion, into an occurrence by extending the prayer 
into three acts of prayer, and by separating off the 
three disciples in the way already found in the Gospel 
tradition (Mark v,37; ix,2). In this way the material 
gathered out of the Old Testament became a revelation of 
Jesus• obedience 1n opposition to the ~ert and dull dis-
ciples,ll 
Thus, while the Gethsemane scene is not "pristine" tradi-
lOuartin Dibelius, From Tradition To Gospel (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons,~5), p. 2ll ?-: 
llibid., P• 212 f. 
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tion, D1bel1us concedes that it is "probable" gospel tradi-
tion, based on and evolved .f"~om the Old Testament Psalms of 
suffering. The laborious, painstaking process by which the 
Gethsemane scene is eliminated from pristine gospel tradition 
and restored from its "probable" source is typical of Dibel-
ius• method. The entire process has been evolved to circum-
vent the issue of the sotoriological theme of Mark's Gospel, 
a theme moat prominent in the Passion ?Ja.rrative. The soter-
iologioal theme throws the form-critical Sitz-im-Leben hypo-
thesis out of joint. Form-critics believe that the early 
Chris·tian community \"1ished merely to preserve and transmit the 
essential Ueasage of Salvation and the coming of the Kingdom 
of God which Jesus preached. The fact that in the Gospels Je-
sus is presented not as "the bearer of God's final message to 
mankind (the form-critical view)" but as the very means by 
vn1ich that Salvation may be achieved, namely, through_ faith 1n 
Jesus as the Savior from sin, is thought by the form-critics 
to be a product of the development of the Christological motif 
in the later Christian communities. Hence the need to rule 
out from pristine tradition such sections as Mark ll~:32-1.j.2. 
The trial before the High Priest is disposed of 1n per-
functory manner. Dibelius says, 
Again, an eyewitness• description of the proceedings when 
Jesus was interrogated .before the High Priest and before 
Pilate is impossible. · In the scene before Pilate (Uark 
xv,l-5) Mark clearly indicates that he knows only that 
the question about being a king had played a part. This 
was known in the Church, since the reason for the execu-
tion was published in the usual manner (r.!ark xv,26). But, 
as we have shown (cf. pp. 192 ff, supra), Mark made the 
• 
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. trial be.fore the High Priest into the main point 01' the 
whole Passion story. We see from Mark xiv,59 that in 
doing so he was not writing simply according to his own 
criteria. Perhaps occasioned by the old record (cf. p. 
182 supra), Tl!ark brings in a threat 01' Jesus against the 
Temple, but does not wish it to be decisive, and so ex-
plains that the witnes8 v,as not sul'1'1ciently con.firmed. 
Naturally this does not do away with the genuineness 01' 
the utterance, for it obviously deals with a saying 
which was current . in tradition without an occasion, and 
which was taken up into the Passion stort like 'watch 
and pray,, or Luke xxii,25 rr., 31 f., 36. Hence there 
obviously was no old tradition, duly con.firmed, about 
the trial before the High Priest. 
The point is not unimportant, since the question has 
been raised whether the Roman method o.r · executing J'esus 
shows that thore never was a process before the High 
Priest. The result of that process must have been ston-
ing. Ca1•rying such a thing out was not forbidden the 
Jews at that time, as John xviii,31, and the usual opin-
ion ~ould hold, but was permitted in spite of the Roman 
rule. We cannot deal with the question here, whose dis-
cussion is not yet ended, but we must maintain that the 
only tradition preserved in the trial scene~ the word 
against the Temple, is not bound up with this situation.12 
In other words, Mark has seized upon one utterance, "Je-
sus, remark~ the Temple ( as form-critics put it)", and has 
again "built this material up into a process" as he allegedly 
did with the Gethsemane scene. 
In the excerpts of~ Tradition !2_ Gospel quoted on 
the recent pages the reader gains an insight into the type 
of reasoning Dibelius employs throughout his examination of 
the Gospels. To follow his argument requires utmost care 
and constant checking of sources listed plus a comparison 
01' his translation with the Greok of the New Testament. At 
times his treatment or the text is excessively :free. 
12Ibid., P• 213 1'. -
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Perhaps this tendency to take liberties with the text 
reaches its peak when Dibelius interpolates, reading into 
the text what he thinks ought to be there. Witness the fol-
lowing example from The Old Story "His Own City (ttark 6:1-4)". 
The King James Version of the Bible correctly translates the 
Greek. Dibelius does too - in a fresher style. But the con-
cluding verse of the section, v.!~, he gives thus: 
Then Jesus said to them: 'No prophet amounts to much in 
his own country, and no doctor can heal his own kin.• 13 
The concluding clause is an interpolation, pure and not 
so simple. Dibelius adds it because an apocryphal text dis-
covered among the papyri from Oxyrh~chus (vol.1, no.l) gives 
the saying concerning rejected prophets in double form ( as a-
bove), and "this is upon several grounds to be accepted as a 
renmant of earlier tradition11 .14 
Referred by Dibelius top. 110 !'. of his book 12:.2!!!!:!:. 
dition !2. Gospel !'or a substantiation of 11 the several grounds" 
upon which the interpolation is to be accepted as a remnant of 
earlier tradition, we !'ind no proof listed. Rather, Dibelius 
compares Mark 6:1-4 with Luke 4:16-30, apparently considering 
them similar accounts of one and the same rejection at Naza-
reth. (Many Bible scholars consider Mark 6:1-t~ as the account 
of a second rejection at Nazareth.) Thus it is that Dibelius 
13111artin Dibelius, The Message of J6sus Christ (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons,-i-t139), p. ltr.° 
14Ibid.; p. 139. -
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uses two lengthy para.graphs to e,:plo.1n that Luke gives the 
story another conclusion. 
Aside f'rom the unsubstantiated interpolation, Dibelius 
loses sight of the fact that while the apocryphal text f'rom 
the Oxyrhynohus papyri may be a remnant of earlier tradition, 
it io not thereby at once to be accepted as a portion of the 
earliest (the pristine) tradition, as he most eagerly has 
done. It may be a product of "developed" tradition. 
This instance of Dibelius• occasionally arbitrary treat-
ment of the text has been cited because it is evident f'rom 
considerable study that form-criticism's pioneer ofttimes 
changes the text to fit his theory. 
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The parables of the Gospels are preserved virtually in-
tact as examples of the pristine tradition. A few ere omi.t-
ted because Dibelius says they permit no interpretation other 
than an allegorical one; these are the parables of The Tares 
Among the Wheat (Matt.13:24-30(, The Man Without a Wedding 
Garment (J,iatt.22:11-14), The \'licked Husbandman (Mark 12:1-11), 
and The Ten Virgins (Matt.25:1-13). 
A surprising addition to the Parables of "pristine tra-
dition" is The Parable of the Widow• s Mite (Mark 12:!µ.-44). 
The Widow's Mite is probably not an incident in biogra-
phy but an imagined story of an earlier date which Je-
sus took over and vhich the evangelist introduced into 
the account of his life.15 
So states Dibelius. No documentation is brought forward for 
the classification of this incident as a parable. Hence, it 
is purely an arbitrary classification. Since form-critics 
set aside no form for "biography" of Jesus, those biographic 
incidents must be classified elsewhere. Dibelius therefore 
classes Mark 12:41-44 among the Parables, because it is his 
view that the parables are stories which have come to us f'rom 
J 8 sus himself. In these parables Dibelius has chosen we find 
••• either what we call a moral: •Do so and so 1 or •Do not 
do so and so•; or else one divines a purpose which is made 
clear by comparison. In either case the leading idea of 
the story is transferred into another area: for example, 
what the man does 1n the story, in his life or calling, is 
like ,ilat God does, or what the preacher 01' the Kingdom 
does, or what the hearers 01' this sermon ought to do.There 
can be no doubt that the stories which Jesus told all bore 
a special meaning, that is, were all meant to be applied. 
15rbid., P• 149. -
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Jesus used them to illustrate his preaching, not to ob-
scure it; and it is reading back something later, and 
presupposes the Cross on Golgatha, when the evangelist 
makes Jesus use parables in order to mystify the people 
(Mark lpll); the Jews are supposed already to have 
reached the point of rejecting Jesus and his message • 
••• Jesus did not •compose•(parables) 1n order to enter-
tain his hearers with the poetic creations of his spirit. 
He took up material lying close at hand, perhaps already 
in use (e.g., p.45: The Rich Man end Poor Lazarus), and 
made use of it for his own purposes, that is, for the 
purposes of God. He meant to move the feelings a~d 
thoughts of his hearers in a specific direction.lb 
The parables are then listed "without interpretative ad-
dition". Dibelius has purposely omitted the introductions 
and conclusions which have been supplied to the parables (by 
the evangelists, he assumes), because he feels those "inter-
pretati ve additions" were meant to insure a specific applica-
tion for the parables. 
On the one hand, Jesus told the parables for a special 
purpose. They were all meant to be applied. 11 He meant to move 
the feelings and thoughts of his hearers in a specific direc-
tion." On the other hand, all introductions end conclusions 
of the parables listed have been omitted because they were 
meant (by the evangelists) to insure a specific application 
for the parables. A fine line of distinction has been drawn 
here. Perhaps the line is too fine. If Jesus meant to move 
the feelings and thoughts of his hearers in a specific direc-
tion, then certainly the various parables as He told them 
were meant to have specific application. Therefore it is not 
stretching a point to assume that the introductions and con-
l6Ib1d., p. 148 f. - · 
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clusions supplied to the parables in the Gospels are not in-
terpretative additions, but in reality are also a part o.f 
"pristine tradition". The context or the parables may be ac-
cepted in the same manner in which the settings or Jesus• pro~ 
nouncements or healings are accepted as pristine in the Old 
Stories. 
The most notable example of the removal o.f "evangelistic 
interpretative addition" is perhaps IJark 1-1.:3-20, The Parable 
of the Sower• ,mich Dibelius accounts "a parable o.f the re-
sults of preaching". Verses 9-20 are deleted because the ex-
planation which Jesus gave to the parable was presented only 
to a .few (c.f. i,Tark lplO). Since there.fore the majority o.f 
Jesus• hearers were le.ft without that explanation, Dibelius 
.feels we have the right to read the parable as those people 
heard it - without explanation. The explanation (vv.14-20) 
is the evangelist's, not the Master's• However, Dibelius 
admits, "It is o.f course not to be denied that Jesus himself, 
perhaps upon repeating the parable, may have given it some 
such wider meaning.nl7 
Further deletions in The Parable of the Sower are explain-
ed thus:· verse 9 is a conclusion the evangelist put there, not 
Jesus; verses 10-13 provide the "bridge" .from the parable to 
its explanation. These verses are again "interpretative addi-
tion". The explanation of the parable (vv •. 14-20) is omitted 
l7~ •• P• 154. 
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by Dibelius because he feels that as it stands in the Gospel 
it obscures the true meaning of the parable, i.e., consolation 
in spite of the failure of preaching. According to this think-
ing, the burden of the parable's meaning lies not upon the 
hearers; but upon the preachers. Dipelius• leading thought 
seems to be: Keep preach:1.ngl ?To matter how many times the 
message fails to bring results., it is bound to have success! 
( Some brought forth thirty, sixty, a hundredfoldJ) 
It seems that Dibelius has overreached himself in dissect-
ing The Parable of the Sower so completely. If he had permit-
ted verse 9 of Mark 4 to remain 111 his. reconstruction or the 
pristine state of this parable, the crux of his problem with 
respect to this parnble would be solved. Then the explanation 
of the parable (vv.10-20) would be accepted as valid pristine 
tradition. Does he not say tha·c; Jesus told the parables to 
move the feelings and thoughts or his hearers in a specii'ic 
direction ? Verse 9 pro,rides just that direction: "He that 
hath ears to hear, let him hear." This is still "a parable 
of the results of preaching", but the ·application is made to 
the hearers with the hortatory admonition of verse 9. The 
"specific direction" intended was to provoke deeper thought 
concerning the meaning or the story Jesus told. (He never 
told stories to entertain his hearers, i'orm-criticism tells 
us.) '.\'hat meaning. then, did He intend in telling it ? That 
was for the. hearers to find out, as verse 9 directs. If they 
were so moved, they could receive the exposition of the para-
ble, as some did (cf, Uark lplO). 
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Moving on 1n our discussion of the parables it is to be 
noted that Dibelius postulates differences of Form 1n them. 
He cites The Parable of the Mustard Seed- (Mark 4:30 ff.) as 
an example of the comparison 1n the present. The Yeast in 
the Dough (The Leaven: Matt.13:33) represents the comparison 
in the past. The House on the Rook and On Sand (J\latt.4:27 ff.) 
is an example of short didactic narrative. And the parables 
of The Good Samaritan, The Prodigal Son, The Unjust Ste,va.rd, 
The Pharisee and the Publican, The Great Feast, The Laborers 
in the Vineyard, and The Talents all represent the detailed, 
comparative narrative of a Tale-like character. 
These and other parables differ in Form because they dif-
fer 1n content. The material of the parables differs in each 
case. The story of the parable may contain what is oormnon-
plaoe, as in The Parable of The Leaven; what is typical, as 
in The Parable of the Complaining Children (Matt.11:16 r.; 
Luke 7:31 ff.), and of the Sower ·(Marlc 4:3 ff.); what is ex-
traordinary (no passage given); imaginary cases (no passages). 
Because the parables differ in Form, owing to a differ-
ence of material, they differ also in their application. Some 
have the didactic thought in their application, e.g., The 
Good Samaritan (Luke 10:30-36) and The Pharisee and the Pub-
lican (Luke 18:9 ff.). The former had doubtless a parenetic 
(hortatory) sense: "Go and do thou likevdoe." The latter 
wants to show the true attitude of man to God by the picture 
of the Publican and by the antithesis of the Pharisee. 
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In other parables the "story" clothes the leading thought. 
A didactic conception dictates the action, as 1n The Parable 
of the Tares (Matt.13:24 ff.). While discussing this parable 
and relating the unnamed "enemy" in it to the devil, Dibelius 
discovers this example of "a story which clothes the leading 
thought" to be allegorical 1n its interpretation. The reader 
will remember that it is this type of parable which Dibelius 
rules out of pristine tradition. Yet he gives no other illus-
tration of a parable whose story clothes the leading thought. 
It might be best to break off here with respect to Dibe.1-
ius' labyrinth-like research into the Forms, material, and ap-
plication of the various parables. What he states is indeed. 
obvious to most Bible students anyway. Part of his trouble no 
doubt is due to the fact that he includes among the Parables 
many "parables" which are simply sayings of .resua (not stories) 
and which might better be classified in the Sayings form-cate-
gory. 
The chief point to remember regarding the method Dibelius 
applies to the Parables is this: most generally he removes 
both introduction and conclusion of the parables as they stand 
in .the Gospels, considering them evangelistic interpretative 
addition. 
I 
The Sayings of Jesus occupy the next category of Dibel-
ius' forms. Over a hundred passages are here examined and 
classified accordins to their various saying-forms. Examples 
of each saying-form are listed below. 
Concerning John the Baptist: Matt.3:7-10; 11:7-11. 
Prophetic Appeals: Luke 6:20-23. 
P~ophotic Sayings About the Kingdom or God: Luke 17:20 f. 
Prophetic Sayings About Decision: Matt.10:34.35. 
Concerning Prayer: Matt.7:7-11. 
Concerning Adversaries: Uatt.5:38-41. 44-47. 
Against Anxiety: Luke 12:22-24. 27-31. 
Concerning the Law: Matt.5:21.22.27.28.33.34.37. 
Against the Phlll .. isees: Matt.23:4-32 (excerpted). 
The Sign of Jonah: Luke 11:29-32. 
Conce1,ning Alms, Pra1er, and Fasting: Matt.6:2-6.16-18. 
Warnings: Mark 9:43.~7. 
Sh.dles :Matt.10:29.30; I'.tark 2:21.22. 
Commands: Matt.7:1.2.; Mark 7:15. 
To the Messengers: Mark 6:8.9.; Hatt.17:20. 
One can easily see by reading the passages given that the 
Sayings of Jesus are of various kinds. But, as in the case of 
previously cited form~, not all the words of Jesus are included 
in Dibelius ' attempt to restore the pristine tradition of the 
Sayings of Jesus. For example, 
Only a few sayings, and these mostly in figurative style, 
appear to us to be wholly obscure when we take them out 
of their setting in the Gospels; they are accordingly 
omitted from the present selection. This applies, e.g., 
to the figure of the eye as the light of the body, or to 
the •holy things' which are not to be given to the dogs, 
the 'seasoning with fire', the corpses and the eagles, 
or even the saying 'To him that hath shall be given• 
(Matt.6:22; 7:6; Mark 9:49; Luke 17:37; Mark 4:25.).18 
Second, 
There is a large number of sayings in which the community-
reference is clear but where the original form cannot be 
18rb1d., p. 157. 
recovered. These sayings must be left out of our col -
lection, since in their present form the meaning of the 
•message' of the Kingdom of God has been supplanted by 
concern for the life of the community. This applies to 
the section in Uatt.5:17.;.20, the gene1"al sayings about 
the authority of the Law; to the saying about the Tem-
ple tax, uatt.17:25; that on binding and loosing in 
Matt.18:18; the sayin6S _about Elijah {Uark9:ll-l3) and 
the stra.nr;e exorcist {Mark 9:39 ff.); and to whole sec-
tions of the Uissj.on o.nd Apocalyptic Discourses (Uatt. 
10 and r.tark 13) .19 
Further, Dibelius has left out almost as many sayings because 
••• as they now stand in the Gospels, they reflect the 
interpretation of the life of Jesus in retrospect, from 
the later Christian standpoint. · Here belong certain 
specific predictions of the Passion; prophecies of the 
fall of Jerusalem; the saying about Satan, s fall and 
the miracle-working power of the disciples, Luke 10:18 r.; 
and that righ.tly famous saying ebout the Divine Revela-
tion, Matt.11:25-30. It is not to be doubted that here 
likewise words actually spoken by Jesus may have been 
incorporated. But the present text groups together what 
seem like authentic with what seem like unauthentic say-
ings, with the clear intent of offering the whole as an 
in·terpretation; and so it is impossible - since the so-
lution would involve somewhat risky hypotheses - to re-
cover vn1at Jesus actually said.20 
Finally, 
There is another B?'OUP of sayings which has been omit-
ted, even though some of them can be accepted without 
question as used by Jesus.. There is a series of say-
ings in the Gospels ~hich, either certainly or very 
probably, set forth bits or common wisdom in popular 
forra - proverbs and figurative expressions, such as 
circulated commonly among the Jews. The metaphor re-
garding , the wisdom of the serpent' and the one about 
the householder and his treasui .. e may be mentioned in 
this connection (Matt.10:16; 13:52), and also the Jew-
ish :s:-ules which suimned up briefly the whole teaching 
of the Law (Matt.7:12; Mark 12:29-31). If Jesus quoted 
such sayings, he certainly did not originate them. 
19~., P• 161. 
20Loc. oit. - · -
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Wherever the impression of the original, radical TJes-
sage is to be conveyed, confronting men with the neces-
sity for decision, they are absent; for they modify 
this impression of a unique µn:perative in the direction 
of pedestrian cormnon-sense.21 
We trust that the reader has followed the line of rea-
soning used to justify the deletion of certain sayings of Je-
sus from the reconstruction of the pristine tradition. First, 
those sayings which cannot stand alone apart from their con-
text, and hence carmot be isolated, are not considered a part 
of that tradition; for it is a prime tenet of form-criticism 
that the oris inal gospel tradition consisted of many, isolated 
fragments. Second, a large number of passages which clearly 
reflect a. community-reference obscure and supplant "the Mes-
sage of the Kingdom of God". Only that "Message" is consid-
ered pristine. Third, those passages which reflect the in-
terpretation of the life of Jesus~ retrospect, from a la-
ter Christian standpoint, cannot be pristine. Fourth, "the 
wisdom words of Jesus" as quoted above are not pristine be-
cause they modify the original, radical Message which con-
fronts men with the necessity for decision (cf. Matt.10:34. 
35; Luke 14:26; 17:33; Mark 8:3!~.). That radical Message, 
in which the "wisdom v,ords" found no part, is:"The time is 
fulfilled, the Kingdom of God is at hand; repent and believe 
in the Uessage of Salvation (!.~ark 1:15.)." Such is Dibelius' 
thinking; this thinking has conditioned his reconstruction of 
the words of Jesus in the pristine tradition. If certain say-
21Ibid,, p, 162 f • 
ings do not conform to the inexorable call to the decision 
of repentance~ they cannot truly reflect the earliest Gos-
pel tradition which propagated the Uessage of the Kingdom 
of God vn1ich Jesus preached. 
However, Dibelius admits: 
We find ourselves, sooner or later, in the area of the 
critique of content; and here a decision is considerably 
less secure, since one's personal judgment is involved. 
The judgment that •Jesus cannot possibly have spoken 
thus' can be passed only upon the basis of the concep-
tion one has already formed of the message of Jesu~~ 
and this conception is certainly subject to error.2~ 
The point is thus brought forward that full objectivity is 
lackine in the reconstruction of the pristine tradition. The 
entire material is presented on the basis of the preconceived 
notion that one specific pronouncement of Jesus, that in J/Iark 
1:15, formed the exclusive substance of Jesus' message; fur-
thermore, the word "gospel" (translated by Dibelius as "The 
Uessa.ge of Salvation") in Y.,Iark l: 15 has a different connota-
tion for Dibelius than is commonly understood. To Dibelius 
it means "the good news or the coming of the Kingdom of God 
(which he interprets as a future state)". That is the "gos-
pel", the Message of Salvation. The Kingdom of God will come 
when the Son of Man shall appear. That Son of Man (the Mess-
iah) is not Jesus. Jesus is merely "the bearer of God's fi-
nal message to mankind", according to Dibelius, The early 
Christians, on the other hand, understood the word "gospel" 
22illE_., p. 160. 
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to mean "the good ne\7S that so.lvation ~ come 1n the person 
and work of' Jesus the Messiah, God•s Son, sent by His Father 
from heaven to save His people from their sins". That under-
standing of' the word "gospel" in Mark 1:15 and elsewhere ob-
tains in the realm of Christendom to this day. 
In examining the sayings which Dibelius has elected as 
pristine the present writer was struck by the passage in Matt. 
10:17-20 (Mark 13:9.11), listed under Prophetic Sayings About 
Decision. Dibelius translates it thus: 
They will accuse you in the courts, 
They will flog you in their assemblies, 
You will be dragged bef'ore governors and kings 
To be sentenced on my ·account. 
And when they do this, be not anxious over 
what you shall say, 
For the right word will be given you at the time, 
And not your mouth Vlill frame it, but the Spirit 
of the Father.23 
Dibelius makes no comment on the passage other than to list 
it as he has done. Apparently, then, he accepts the exis-
' ...... '"""' \ C ... tence of' the Holy Spirit (Matt.10: to ~elJµ« rov 'i/'drpe>s u,µwv ; 
I ..._ I (' I 
!:!ark 13: to mtell)(« ?"o «ttov } , the Spirit of' the Father whose 
"mouth" will frame the right words and give them to the dis-
ciples when they need them, e.g., in the courts. Yet with 
reference to the inspiration of' Scripture, Dibelius does not 
believe that "Holy men of God spake as they were moved by the 
Holy Ghost (2nd Peter 1:21}". Is this because of' the word 
u spalte" (not"wrote") in the passage quoted ? Does D!belius 
23~,, p. 67. 
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apply the passage only to the men who delivered ("spake") the 
prophecy "in old time" ? The questions beg .for answer. 
Similarly, is Paul's word to Timothy, "All Scripture is 
given by inspiration of God (2nd Timothy 3:15.16.)," to be 
applied only to Old Testament Scripture? So it would seem, 
until further research into the time of writing of the vari-
ous New Testament books discloses a pertinent fact purely 
from the historical standpoint .of chronology. 
In writing his first letter to Timothy (circa 64-67 A.D.) 
Paul says, "For the Scripture saith, •Thou shalt not muzzle 
the ox that treadeth out the oorn,' and, 1 The laborer is \'for-
thy of' his reward.•(l Tim.5:18)". The latter sentence from 
the Scripture is found only 1n Luke 10:7 and Uatt.10:10 (a 
slightly different wording). Paul therefore quotes from ex-
isting Uevr Testament Scripture. The statement of 2 Tlm.3:16, 
"All Scripture is given by inspiration of God", therefore cer-
tainly applies at the time of its writing already to the Gos-
pels of uatthew and Luke, and possibly also to the Gospel of 
mark. We say "possibly to the Gospel of Mark", because vari-
ous scholars postulate different dates for the writing of 
Mark. The date of its origin is held to range from 60-70 A.D. 
Therefore, Mark's Gospel could have been in existence already 
when Paul wrote his God-inspired letters to Timothy. 
The entire theory of form-criticism ignores the facts 
just stated and thus by its silence negates the belief that 
"All Scripture is given by inspiration or God" • 
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At times the method Dibelius employs in reconstructing 
the sayings is intriguing. For example, with respect to the 
sayings-group "Against the Pherisees"( Matt.23:4-32; Luke 11: 
39-52) Dibelius has usurped "the collection method" which he 
ascribes to the early communities and to the evangelists in 
assimilating the words of Jesus from here and there to be com-
piled under one theme and topic. The reconstruction of the 
passages cited above is by no means composed of all the verses 
listed. This is the reconstruction. Dibelius lists natt.23:4 
(Luke 11:q.6); Matt.23:5-7 ,freely translated (Luke 11:1+.J); Matt. 
23:13 (Luke 11:52); uatt.23:23 (Luke ll:l12); Matt.23:25 (Luke 
11:39); Matt.23:27 (Luke 11:44); Matt.23:29.30 (Luke 11:47-50); 
Matt.23:31.32 (Luke 11:48, in part). Twelve verses from Matt. 
23:~.-32 and ten from Luke 11:39-52 are considered pristine 
tradition of the sayings of Jesus under the theme "Woe to you 
PhariseesJ" In addition, the following verses of the sections 
named are regarded as pristine tradition of the sayings of Je-
sus "Against the Pharisees11 , but they are not of the theme: 
"Woe to you Phariseesl 0 Those verses are Luke 11:19.20 and 
Matt.g: 27. 28; Ivtatt.23: 15; Matt.23 :16.17; Matt.23 :24. All 
other verses of the sections named are omitted, including sev-
eral more verses which begin "Woe to you, scribes and Phar1-
sees ••• "( Matt.23:ll~.15a.). The reason .for the excepted verses 
may again be presumed to be either that they are nevangelistic 
interpretative addition, or, _that they are sayinss of Jesus be-
longing to another "form" (e.g., uatt.23:12 - a Prophetic Say-
ing About Decision). 
1~7 
In summing up the results of the form-critical method 
as applied to The Sayings of Jesus, Dlbelius declares: 
The parenetic interest in Jesus• wordo and. sayings can 
be seen in the assembling and grouping of these sayings. 
, ., In :Matthew v,21 rr. Jesus antitheses to the Law are 
reproduced in the form of a definite group of sayings 
with the lay-out: 1You have heard ••• but I say unto you., 
Into this lay-out other sayings are interpolated which 
belong to the theme (Iiatt.v,23 r., 25 f., 29 r.) •••• 
Everything serves t~e production or a long, hortatory 
connected passage.24. 
Matthev, brought together the tradition of actual wards 
into long speeches, whePe he offers the words of Jesus 
arranged on distinct themes •••• st. Matthew's Gospel 
really offers some of the preaching, of course in a his-
torical frame, but with a systematic, pedagogic arrange-
ment and cast. This is the earliest Gospel of which it 
can rightly be said that it contains •the gospel•.25 
Luke places the sayings of Jesus into narrative contexts 
and puts them into corresponding places, i.e., into those 
which seem to him historically probable. He geve a narra-
tive character to this tradition.26 
The Gospel of Mark is virtually ignored with respect to 
The Sayings of Jesus. This is because Dibelius feels that 
mark used material already rounded off, fixed and interpreted. 
Because that material is fixed and interpreted, he feels that 
the earliest sospel tradition of The Sayings of Jesus can be 
only indirectly taken from the stori es collected by Uark. 
21~:iartin Dibelius, From Tradition To Gospel (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons,~5), p. 258.---
25Ibid., p. 263 r. 
26rbid., P• 262. 
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The Gospel of Mark comes into prominence again with re-
ference to The Great Miracle Tales. Of the thirteen passages 
Dibelius regards as pristine gospel tradition according to 
this form, ten are selected from mark's Gospel. Two or the 
three others are from John's Gospel, surprisingly enough, and 
one from Luke. Again, for the reader's interest., we 11st the 
entire pristine tradition or The Great Miracle Tales as Dibel-
ius has chosen them. 
The Leper: Mark l:4o-44. 
The storm on the Lake: Mark 4:35-41. 
The Exorcism of a Band of Demons: Mark 5:1-17. 
The Daughter of Jairus and 
The Woman With the Issue of Blood: Mark 5:22-43. 
The Great Feeding: Mark 6:34-44. 
The Journey Across the Lake: ?,!ark 6:1~5-51. 
The Healing of the Deaf and Dumb: Mark 7:32-35. 
The Blind Man at Bethsaide.: Mark 8:22-25. 
The Epileptic Boy: Mark 9:14-29. 
The Young Man at Nain: Luke 7:11-16. 
The Marriage at Cana: John 2:1-3,6-10. 
The Healing at the Pool of Bethzatha: John 5:2.3.5-12.16.-i.7. 
The reader will remember that a number of healing-mira-
cles were listed among "The Old Stories". Why are suoh not 
listed in the present form-category? Dibelius answers: 
In the earlier stories the miracles were reported only 
in connection with something unique which Jesus brought 
into the situation--the forgiveness of sins, a breach of 
the Sabbath, the exercise of faith (pp. 135 ff.). Here, 
on the contrary, the interest is centred in the power 
which J8 sus possessed. How he exorcised demons, and whi-
ther they went, how he asserted his dominion over the 
forces of nature, wind, waves, and even food, this is 
what the stories are really meant to describe.27 
Second, 
271~1artin Dibelius, The J1lessage of Jesus Christ (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons,-1:9'39), P• loo. 
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The •old' stories aim to preach the gospel; these try 
to picture Jesus as the greatest wonder-worker of the 
time •••• They owe their fulness of content, not to 
the tradition, but to convention, not to the recollec-
tion of eyewitnesses, but to the habits of story-tellers.28 
In other words, the sole purpose of the so-called Great Mir-
acle Tales was to embellish and glorify the concept of Jesus 
the powerful wonder-worker. This, too, had its purposeful 
motive, as we shall soon see. 
In The Great Uiracle Tales there is a different style 
from that used in The Old Stories. The miracle-healing it-
self is described with greater detail, much more is said a-
bout the success of the healing,. a stereotyped prohibition 
to publish the miracle-healing is usually added, and so on. 
/ 
For an example of the di!'ference of style between the 
healing-miracles of The Old Stories and those of The Great 
Miracle Tales, v,e are asked to compare Mark 10:46-52 with 
r.1ark 8: 22-25. Both are accounts of healing the blind. Theme 
and content are similar. But,, 
The story of the blind man at Jericho (Mark 10} relates 
explicitly how the man staked everything upon reaching 
Jesus, and only briefly indicates his cure; 1n the sto-
ry of the blind man at Bethsaida (ll!ark 8), on the other 
hand, a formal cure is described, including the use of 
spittle as remedy, and the laying on of hands; the con-
clusion is his restoration, which takes place in two 
stages.29 
J.!ark 8:26 is omitted at the close of the healing-account as 
one of those "stereotyped prohibitions to publish the heal-
28rbid,, p~ 168. -
ing"; it is, as usual, considered to be "an interpretative 
addition" of the evangelist. 
Incidentally, the theory behind deletions of this sort 
(Mark 8:26) is that Mark is a book of "secret epiphanies" of 
Jesus. That is, the writer of the Gospel of M~k continually 
presented the i•ecorcl 0£ Jesus' wo~derful power, but always 
vlith the "secret" theme. 
The ·mil~acle worker avoids the public because he is not 
a magician with a propaganda, but an envoy and revealer 
of God, who does not allvw his action, i.e., God's ac-
tion, to be seen by profane eyes.30 
Mark narrates the story of Jesus under the conviction 
that the glorious heavenly mode of existence was pro-
per to the hero of his narrative. Indeed, His disci-
ples saw Him in this mode of existence at the Trans-
figuration. In the time of His earthly life this glo-
ry is, indeed, hidden, and must be hidden--whence the 
theory of a secret. But the narrator rejoices in ev-
ery moment in which at least to the eyes of the readers 
he can free Jesus from the earthly sphere and represent 
Him in His true worth.31 
In the Gospel of Uark, therefore, the searcher for pristine 
tradition must exercise extreme caution, rightly dividing 
the pristine from all evangelistic accretions which have ac-
crued from the "secret epiphany" motive. 
The story of the Marriage at Cana (John 2:1-3,6-10) is 
cited to demonstrate the "secularization" which The Great 
r.Uracle Tales brought to the developing tradition. Dibelius 
maintains that Jesus performed the miracle 1n this instance 
30nart1n Dibelius, From Tradition .!2 Gospel C!'lew York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons,-m5), P• 91~. 
31Ibid,, p, 278. -
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not to improve man•s condition, e.g., by healing the sick, 
but only to relieve a social embarrassment. From such a mo-
tive the action is utterly incongruous on Jesus• part. There-
f'ore, Dibelius deduces that The Marriage at Cana was perhaps 
originally a heathen tale of' a helpful divine marvel and was 
re-arranged to f'it Jesus• circumstances. The story's only 
justification, according to Dibelius, is that the writer John 
adds in verse 11 {omitted as unpristine) that "He manifested 
forth His 3lory, and His disciples believed on Him." Omitting 
that verse {and verses q. and 5 as accretions, too), we are 
told that a parallel to a heathen tale o!' the god Dionysius 
is clearly seen. From that source either the Story-Teller or 
r.Iark (Dibelius does not say which) drew the material f'or The 
Great Miracle Tale of The Marriage at Cana. 
r,lany other 11parallel" accounts are adduced to show the 
tendency to secularization in the development of the form o!' 
The Great Miracle Tales. The implication is that The Great 
Miracle Tales either drew their material from, or were influ-
enced by, the alleg~.dly analogous accounts. However, it has 
been proved that these so-called analogous accounts f'ail to 
support the implication (cf. page 7 !'. supra). 
What conclusions does Dibelius form with respect to The 
Great Miracle Tales? One, that they are developed in greater 
detail than those miracles listed among The Old Stories. Two, 
that The Great Uiracle Tales were told and recorded to add an 
aura of glamor to the person of' Jesus. The second conclusion 
is drawn in keeping with the theory or the development or the 
tradition. As Christianity spread farther and farther into 
the world, its advocates became exposed to foreign material, 
which material they allegedly assimilated into their own mes-
sage, re-shaping it in the process to fit their o,m ends. 
Their own ends were these: 1) to attest to their faith and to 
gain converts thereto; 'and 2) to provide sufficient convincing 
data of the worth of their faith in Jesus. Tience, form-crit-
icism tells us, the development of The Great f,1iracle Tales, 
and also, as we shall discuss next, the Legends. As far as 
Dibelius is concerned, 
Historical significance is proper to the Tales in so 
far as they are to be understood as witnesses to a 
Christian development.32 
32rbid., p. 102. 
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We come now to perhaps the most -difficult and the most 
intrisuing section of the entire form-critical method. It · 
is the reconstruction of "the pristine gospel tradition" ac-
cording to the form-analysis Legends. 
Whoever reads this section, and its title, ought first 
to be clear about the relation between legend and his-
tory. A widely popular usace sees ·in the term 'legend• 
the designation for false history. But that is not the 
meaning of the term. 'Legends' mean, in the language of 
the Christian middle ages, stories of the life or death 
of a saint which were customarily read on the saint's 
day "( 'legenda• means •what is to be read'). And this 
presupposes that legend has to do with a 'saintly' life 
and a blessed death, by which the believer can be edi-
fied and inspired to emulation. For this reason the 
legend must be told in such a way that two things are 
apparent: how the saint was so holy that he controlled 
his surroundings; and how this holy life, from infancy, 
was lifted out, by God Himself, from the mass of human 
misfortune. Legends, accordingly, are pious tales of 
pious persons whose memory men hold sacred - and this 
meant, in the middle ages, those whom men remembered 
at divine worship. That there were also legends of 
sacred things, places, and objects, has f2r primitive 
Christianity apparently no significance.3J 
That is Dibelius• concept of the meaning of the term "legend". 
He applies the same concept to those stories he lists under 
the heading "Legends". Here are his "pristine" Legends. 
About the Virgin Mary: Luke 1:26-35.38. 
About the Shepherds: Luke 2:4-19. 
Simeon: Luke 2:25-32. 
Jesus at the Age of Twelve: Luke 2:41-49. 
The Baptism of Jesus: l\Iark 1:9-ll. 
The Contest With Satan: ?ilatt.4:1-10 (Luke 4:1-12). 
The Transfiguration: I:Iark 9:2-9. 
The Great Catch of Fish: Luke 5:3-6,8-10. 
Zacchaeus: Luke 19:1-9. 
The Entry Into Jerusalem: Mark 11:1-10. 
The Empty Tomb: Mark 16:1-6.8. 
Ennnaus: Luke 24:13-21,25-32. 
33Martin Dibelius, The Message of Jesus Christ (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons,-i-9°39), P• 114. · 
vn~ile Dibelius cites his definition or a legend as vin-
dication of the view that the term "legend" does not neces-
sarily mean false history, he nevertheless cites several re-
ferences to prove that legends ofttimes are not completely 
trustworthy with reference to historical fact. That impli-
cation he also carries over to the Legends he has :found in 
the Gospels. In proof, witness Dibelius' treatment or The 
Legend About the Virgin r,!ary (Luke 1:26-35.38). 
The well-known difficulty that Mary was affianced, and, 
therefore oouldn ot have been astonished at the promise 
of a son; disappears when we see that her future hus-
band Joseph does not belong to this Legend, but has been 
interpolated into the beeinning of the Legend (1,27) by 
the evangelist, who wished to make a connection with the 
Nativity story.l 
lThe interpolation into Luke 1, 26 r., which we have sup-
posed, is supported by its consequences. Only when we 
delete the words 'eµ11r,6Te1J.11:mv ch'dft <P :fro.u~ I wG:rup 'espoused to a 
man named Joseph' is the overloaded sentence relieved and 
the relationship of tr a:Kov 4.av!J ' of the house of David' 
made unambiguously certain: the Davidic descent is then 
asserted of I.!ary and not Joseph, o.nd this is, in !'apt, 
all that concerns the narrative of a Virgin Birth.3~ 
Reconstructed by Dibelius with the deletion of Luke's 
"interpolation", this Legend About the Virgin Uary "is now 
thoroughly intelligible as a narrative of the Virgin Birth 
of Jesus11 .35 The method form-criticism applies to the Legend-
form can be clearly seen. The account as Dibelius renders it 
34Martin Dibelius, From Traditi~n To Gospel (l'Jew York: 
Charles Scribner's sons,"""'I91'5), P• 124.---
35Martin Dibelius, The Message of · Jesus Christ (New York: 
Charles Scribner's sons,°""ItJ39), P• 1'8'0". 
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is allegedly an accurate reconstruction or the type or Legend 
which circulated 1n the pristine tradition. The implication 
is that the early Christians, in order to add a special aura 
of glamor to the po1"son of Jesus, "invented" the account of 
his miraculous Virgin Birth. Luke., to lend credence to the 
account., and to prepare the way for The Infancy l{arratives, 
1n vmich Joseph is mentioned, has "interpolated" the verse 
omitted (Luke 1:27). 
In this way D1belius resolves "the well-lmown difficulty 
that Mary was affianced". To D1belius, "Mary•s question,•How 
is this possible? No man ever takes liberties with me (Luke 
1:31~ - ( 'v~51<w ) , , is improbable on the lips or a bride-to-be. n36 
For an objective study, that is indeed a wicked implication 
and an assertion unworthy or genuine scholarship. 
In the very next breath Dibelius discounts the Legend of 
the Virgin Birth, which ·he has just so carefully reconstructed. 
Moreover, in the legend of the shepherds, our Christmas 
story (pp.108 f.), Uary is represented as the wife, not 
the betrothed, of Joseph; and nothing in this narrative 
at all suggests the virgin birth.37 
Therefore we are given to understand that while these Legends 
of the pristine gospel tradition undoubtedly give us histori-
cal facts concerning Jesus, they are not completely trustwor-
thy and are told, more or less, from pious interests in the 




The Legend About Mary, the Legend About the Shepherds, 
the Simeon Le~end, the Legend. of the Baptism of Jesus, and 
the Legend of the Transfiguration are seen by Dibelius to 
contain a heavenly message about Jesus. In this way of course 
those Legends served the ends of preaching. The messages are, 
in the Mary-legend: Luke 1:31-33; in the Spepherd-legend: ·Luke 
2:10-12; in the Simeon~legend: Luke 2:29-32; 1n the Baptism.-
legend: Mark 1:11; in the Transfiguration-legend: Mark 9:7. 
Important legends of Jesus are also found in connection 
with the event of Easter. And this too is very signifi-
cant. For the indescribable factor in this event - Je-
sus crucified as a criminal, yet not abandoned by God in 
death, but rather exalted to Ria side - this factor can 
scarcely be expressed in any other way than the form of 
a legend. But again it is innneasurably significant of 
the restraint exercised in the growth of the legend that 
the New Testament has no Resurrection legend, but only 
accounts of the origin and spread of the Easter faith. 
The •how• or the event is left unsaid: it is only the 
faith 1n the Risen One that is of interest. The two 
Easter-legends which appear 1n the New Testament as com-
pletely independent narratives, and are left almost whol-
ly unrevised (pp.118,119 r.), appear not to give us the 
oldest tradition of the appearances of the Risen Lord; 
for the early Passion Narrative anticipates an appearance 
in Galilee, while the tradition recorded by Paul in l Co-
rinthians 15:3 ff. points 1n the same direction (seep. 
34). Nevertheless, the Empty Tomb and Emmaus legends 
make present and real the faith of the earliest connnunity_38 
Several important points with reference to the method 
form-criticism applies to the Legends are brought to bear 
here. First, the reader will note that Dibelius describes 
the belief of the early Christian community, not his own. 
Second, the historicity of the Resurrection is subtly denied 
by the remark that 11 it is immeasurably significant of the re-
381EM.•, p, 181. 
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straint exercised in the erowth of the legend that the New 
TestS)'llent has no Resurrection legend, but only accounts or 
the origin and spread of the Easter faith (c.r. p.56 supra)". 
The implication is that the shapers or the gospel tradition 
l'tisely confined their "story-telling about Jesus". A purport-
ed eyewitness account or the Resurrection (such as the apo-
cryphal Gospel of Peter gives) would jeopardize the credibil-
ity of their message. After all, no one actually saw Jesus 
leave the grave. So to avoid turning their legendary account 
into pure myth (though form-critics assert there is a great 
deal of mythology in the legends already), the shapers of the 
gospel tradition exercised restraint in the growth of the leg-
end. Instead of presenting a Resurrection-legend, the shapers 
of the tradition in the early Christian community transferred 
the center of interest to legends concerning the Easter faith. 
Third, Dibeliua takes exception to the Empty Tomb and Emmaus 
legends f or the reason that "they appear not to give us the 
oldest tradition of the appearances of the Risen Lord; for 
the early Passion Narrative anticipat~s an appearance in Ga-
lilee ••• (cf. p.56 supra)". That Matt.28:16-20 records that 
appearance in Galilee (which appearance, incidentally, was 
not guaranteed to take place first after the R8surrection), 
he counters with such irrelevant questions as "Hov, does Jesus 
appear? How does he disappear? ••• Which hill is meant ?1139 
Matthew 28:16-20 naturally is nowhere mentioned among the 
39uartin Dibelius, From Tradition ~ Gospel (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons,~5), P• 283. 
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passages listed as pristine gospel tradition. Rather, it is 
characteristic or "a mythical attitude 1n the words or Jesus". 
In words like these, allegedly put into Jesus• mouth by the . 
evangelists and others of the later Christian community, Je-
sus is no longer pictured as "the old gospel tradition" pic-
tures him, i.e., as a prophet, the bearer of God•s final mes-
sage to mankind; rather, words like 11All power is given unto 
Me in heaven and in earth (Matt.28:18) 11 draw a picture of Je-
sus the god, elevated to the side of God as a reward of merit 
for work well done previously. Thus the form-critics attrib-
ute "the Christ-mythology" to later accretions to the pris-
tine tradition. Concomitantly, the soteriological themes of 
Uarrl'. and Paul are products of this so-called Christ mythology. 
The cycle is now complete. The tradition has evolved to 
that view and knowledge of Jesus which we have from the Gos-
pels. Of that view and knowledge of Jesus, allegedly evolved 
from the so-called Christ-mythology;. Dibelius says, 
When we turn over in our minds the mythical journey of 
Christ from Heaven back to Heaven we shall not regard 
it as a miracle that the son of Ood is superior to men 
but rather that He is like them.~O 
The Legends of the tradition, then, and many of the words 
of Jesus, too (sayings which are omitted from the reconstruc-
tion of the pristine tradition), betray mythological interests 
and cannot therefore be true portrayals of the life of Jesus. 
The Legends and those wards which represent Jesus 1n His ex-
40Ibid., p, 268. -
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alted state are valuable insofar as they. bear witness to the 
interests of the later Christian oormnunity (or, communities). 




AN EVALUATION OF FORM-CRITICISM 
The reader will note that the form-critical method has 
progressed :from an analysis of literary forms in the examples 
of Early Christian Preaching ~o the realm of historical judg-
ments in all the other 11 forms" of the pristine tradition it 
identifies. This statement is particularly true with refer-
ence to The Great Mirac.le Tales and the Legends. The Sitz-
im-Leben hypothesis of the form-oritioal theory plays a very 
strong part in developing the historical judgments which Di-
belius draws. Those conclusions, based on the Sitz-im-Leben 
hypothesis, lead Dibelius to make these statements which sum 
up the results of the form-critical method. 
The fortune of primitive Christianity is reflected in 
the history of the Gospel-Form. ••• The Passion Story, 
the most significant piece of tradition of the Chris-
tian faith, was told relatively early as a connected 
story. I\1oreover, isolated events :from the life of Je-
sus, suitable for sermons, were told in short stories, 
and sayings and parables were us·ed especially for a 
practical purpose. But pleasure in the narrative for 
its own sake arose and seized upon literary devices. 
The technique of the Tales developed, and lent mean-
while a fully secular character to the miracle stories. 
In addition, legendary narratives full of personal in-
terest in the persons of the sacred story joined them-
selves to the periphery of the tradition. One told of 
these persons in the same way as similar narratives from 
the surrounding world spoke of other holy men. Already 
between the lines of the Gospel-Form one can see that 
the faith of Christendom moved from its fundamental 
strangeness in the world and its self-limitat+on to the 
religious interests of the Church to an accommodation 
to the world and to harmony with its relationships.l 
l Martin Dibelius, From Tradition To Gospel (New York: 
Charles Scribner•s Sons~35), P• 287:-
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The Formgesohiohte of the Gospels leads finally to a 
theological outcome. For from the Forms it can deduce 
the leading interests of the tradition. It replaces the 
texts into the spiritual world from which they came. It 
believes, therefore, that it can show what significance 
the tradition or Jesus• words and deeds enjoyed when it 
first began to be told, and thereby it believes it can 
penetrate to the first and normative connection between 
history and the belief in Christ. 
The !'irst understanding afforded by the standpoint of 
Formgeschichte is that there never was a 'purely• his-
torical witness to Jesus. Whatever was told of Jesust 
words and deeds was always a testimony of faith as for-
mulated for preaching and exhortation 1n order to con-
vert unbelievers and confirm the faithful. ¥/hat found.:. 
ed Christianity ~as not lm.owledge nbout a historical 
process, but the confidence that the content of the sto-
ry was salvation: the decisive beginning of the End. 
In saying this we have already touched upon the second 
theological goal of the standpoint of Formgeschichte. 
It undertakes to portray the understanding of the .story 
o!' Jesus, by which the various formulations of the ma-
terial are dominated. We showed in Chapter VII that the 
earliost Passion story, as far as it can be recognized 
in R!ark, does n ot mean to present events 1n the histor-
ical sense. Although in a few places it depends upon 
the information of eye-witnesses, it does not purpose 
to narrate and prove the sequence or events, nor to stir 
and exhort people by the description of the Passion. But, 
as is also quite obviously the purpose or the editing by 
Mark, it proposes to describe salvation, i.e., the ful-
fillment of God's will as revealed in the Old Testament. 
But this presentation could only be made by one who had 
faith, i.e., the Easter faith. In the sense of history 
the undertaking would have been a tremendous paradox.2 
And thus the mythology about Christ came to expression 
although it was only in some few words and stories (of. 
Chapter X); but it began. to place itself like a frame-
work round the life of Jesus, and then the union or the 
tradition of the life of Jesus with Christology was com-
pleted. On the one hand, the Risen Lord could be regard-
ed as the subject of the tradition, and on the other, as 
much as tradition offered could be said about the reve-
lation of the Lord on earth.3 
2rbid!, P! 295 f. 
3rbid., p. 298. -
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Are these conclusions of form-criticism validly drawn? 
Do the materials of the Forms Dibelius has elected, especially 
The Great Miracle Tales and the Legends, conclusively prove a 
process of religious development in .the early Christian connnu-
nity, as the form-critics maintain they do? Further, is the 
Sitz-im-Leben hypothesis acceptable as a correct postulate? 
The reader will remember that Dibelius practices 11read-
ing between the lines of the Gospel-Form (cf. page 60 supra)" 
to draw his conclusions with regard to the development of the 
early Christian cormnunity and the accom..~odation of the gospel 
tradition to the world. The Forms in themselves actually tell 
us nothing of that development. · There•s the rub. 
For example, as Burton Scott Easton, a critic of form-
criticism, has pointed out, 
The word 'legend• as the form-critics use it has nothing 
to do with the form of a narrative, but it is a histori-
cal value-judgment passed on the facts as set forth. 
Granting that a story is recognizable in a literary sense 
as 'legend', we have not by that tact alone made progress 
toward appraising its historical value.4 
Further discrediting the historical judgments which the 
form-critics evolve from their method, Easton states: 
Once we refrain from attributing an impossible simplici-
ty of development to the earliest church, we must realize 
that form-criticism as a historical tool has a very lim-
ited utility. It can tell us that the manner of phrasing 
is conventional, and it can explain the conventions. It 
can tell us why a certain wording was used, why certain 
details were added or omitted. And it can tell us - with-
in limits - something of the use to which the material was 
4nurton Scott Easton, The GosSel Before~ Gospels (New 
York: Charles scribner•s soiii; 192 ), p. 63~ 
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put. But the study of . forms as forms cannot carry us 
farther. In Synoptic research, at all events, it cannot 
give us even the relative ages of the special forms it 
identifies, and the absolute ages lie totally beyond its 
reach. Nor can it aid our historical estimate of the 
contents of any story. Form-criticism, by its very na-
ture, cannot distinguish between a dialogue artificially 
built up from a striking phrase and a conventional abbre-
viation of a precise record of a conversation in which 
the same phrase appeared. It cannot distinguish between 
a popular legend of healing and a narrative, told in a 
popular way, of a successful use of psychotherapy. And 
so we are obliged to say: Form-criticism may prepare the 
way for historical criticism, but form-criticism is not 
historical criticism.5 
Dr. Easton aptly brings to light the prime weakness of the 
Sitz-im-Leben hypothesis of the form-critical theory by stat-
ing that form-criticism cannot give us even the relative ages 
of the special forms it identifies, and the absolute ages lie 
totally beyond its reach. Ernest Findlay Scott, in his book 
~ Validity .,2!.~ Gospel Record, reaches the same conclusion. 
Since form-criticism fails to allocate the development 
of the various forms to definite dates 1n the history of the 
early Christian community, the development of that connnunity 
cannot clearly be shown, either. The Sitz-im-Leben hypothesis 
thus remains a hypothesis, and no conclusions with respect to 
it can validly be drawn. With the fall of the Sitz-im-Leben 
hypothesis the entire theory of form-criticism f~ils, for up-
on that hypothesis everything else in the form-critical meth-
od depends. The claim of form-criticism to historical criti-
cism is defeated. 
As to the method form-critics employ in the attempt to 
5rbid., P, ao. 
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authenticate their theory, even this brief dissertation has 
shown that it is subjective, arbitrary, and ~equently in-
conclusive in proving its contentions; in addition, it is 
based on the mistaken premise that the Gospels are purely 
the work of human hands. 
To support that mistaken premise, the highly-vaunted 
"scientific" approach of form-criticism completely discounts 
the historical testimony of the early church concerning the 
origins of the Gospels. 
The information furnished by Irenaeus, Tertullian, Cle-
ment of Alexandria, Origen, and the Muratorian Fragment, 
concerning the traditional origin of the Gospels, is 
passed by without reference. Justin's observation that 
the Gospels are apostolic memoirs is mentioned merely 
to reject it as misleading. The testimony of Papias, 
our oldest explicit witness to the authorship or Mark, 
rares little better. Bultmann refers to his descrip-
tion of Mark as the interpreter of Peter - as a source 
of error; Dibelius comments on his testimony to the 
authorship of Matthew and Mark, but concludes that he 
has been influenced by the ( 'false•) view or the sub-
apostolic age, namely, that the evangelists were real-
ly authors. And this all is - a strange lack of scien-
tific completeness and perspective. As De Grandmaison 
remarks,•it is the wisest method in these matters to 
prefer an ounce of ancient information which is authen-
tic to a bookful of learned conjectures. 1 6 
The subjectivity of the method is evident at the outset. The 
form-critics attempt to bridge a gap of time almost nineteen 
centuries long to tell us what the Gospels are and how they 
came ·into being. Meanwhile, the historical testimony of those 
who stood much closer in time to the actual period in history 
when the Gospels were Vll'itten is discounted. The historical 
6Laurence McGinley, s.J., Form-Criticism of the Stioptic 
Healing Narratives (Woodstock, Maryland: Woods'toc~ol~ge 
l5ress, 19ljli.j, p. 22 f. 
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testimony of eyewitnesses . to J8 sus' ministry is 1 ikewise dis-
counted, paving the way for ,the "unique11 form-critical view 
that !.lat thew ( an eyevritness to Jesus, ·ministry) copied from 
Mark (not an eyewitness) when he did not use the source "Q." 
of the gospel tradition in compiling his Gospel. 
Going deeper into the same consi4eration of the origins 
of the Gospels, it is to be noted that form-critics ignore 
the testimony of Paul in his letters to Timothy (cf. P• 4.5 r. 
supra). From the historical standpoint of chronology those 
letters, written in 67 A.D. or before, bear witness to .two 
significant facts concerning the origins of the Gospels. In 
those letters Paul quotes from Matthew, quite probably, and 
Luke as existing Scripture, and on the basis of Christ's 
promise (John 14:26), we believe that what the apostles spoke 
and wrote came from God,· "the Spirit of the Father framing 
the words". The claim of form-criticism that the material 
of the Gospels is a product of compilation and selection (on 
the part of both the nameless shapers of the tradition and 
the evangelists themselves) may be on interesting opinion, 
but that is all it is. 
Further subjectivity in the form-critical method is ap-
parent in this, that Dibelius• translations ofttimes violate 
the text to subserve the form-critical arguments (cf. P• 22 
f. supra - the "Christologioal preaching of Philippians 2: 
6-10; also p. 32 r. supra - Dibelius• interpolation to Mark 
6:4, Jesus' words after the rejection at Nazareth.). 
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That same subjectivity undoubtedly conditions the ar-
bitrariness of Dibellust multiple excisions or the text or 
the Gospels. Many sections or the Gospels have suffered 
textual surgery in order that they might conform to Dibel-· 
lust admittedly preconceived notion of "the message of Je-
sus Christ {the prophet)". Uany other passages which are 
absolutely chained 1 n context to those materials which Di-
belius has selected as "pristine gospel tradition" have been 
relegated to the categories of 11 later Christian influence", 
evangelistic interpretative addition", and the like. More 
significant, the themes of the Gospels are destroyed by this 
arbitrary textual surgery; and that havoc is wrought solely 
because those themes do not conform to Dibelius' mistaken 
concept of what "the gospel tradition" should contain. 
That the form-critical method is frequently inconclu-
sive in substantiating its arguments becomes evident definite-
ly when we consider the weakness of its much employed "argu-
ment .from analogy". The reader will remember that this argu-
ment seeks to prove that The Great Miracle Tales of the "pris-
tine tradition" were definitely influenced in their formula-
tion by similar accounts from rabbinic and Hellenistic litera-
ture. The Tale of The !.Iarriage at Cana {of. P• 50 f. supra) 
is cited by the form-critics as one example of such outside 
influence upon the development of the tradition. The reader 
will also remember that the premise of the "argument from 
analogy" has been de.finitely voided {of. P• 7 f. supra). 
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Other instances of inoonoluaive and unsubstantiated rea-
soning we might adduce are Dibelius• treatment ot The Widow•s 
Mite · ( Mark 12:Lµ.-4.h) and the Legend About the Virgin Mary 
(Luke 1:26-35.38). Dibelius classifies The Widow•s Mite as a 
Parable, because he feels "it is a story which has come to us 
from Jesus himself"• The section of course reports a biograph-
ical incident in the 1 if'e of Jesus. Because form-criticism 
deliberately removes all such "biographical" data from its re-
construction of "the pristine gospel t::£1adition", The Widow's 
!.11 te has become a "parable". The whole procedure anent this 
clo.ssi!'ication is again arbitrary and certainly inconclusive 
reasoning. With respect to Luke l:26-35.38 (The Legend About 
the Virgin Macy) the "conclusive11 reasoning Dibelius employs 
to explain away I\lary' s question is overwhelmingly atrocious 
(or. p. 54 r. supra). 
The theory of form-criticism has been proved fallacious; 
the method form-criticism uses to reconstruct "the pristine 
{i 
gospel tradition" has been shown to be subjective, arbitrary, 
and rimose. There remains but a few remarks concerning the 
mistaken premise which prompted the !'orm-critics to undertake 
their painstaking research. 
That mistaken premise is, of course, the belief that the ~ 
Gospels are the work of human hands entirely. The clearly 
proved doctrine of the inspiration or Scripture, "the Spirit 
of the Father f'raming the thoughts and the very words which 
the evangelists vl?'ote" is plainly ignored by the advocates 
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of form-criticism. Concomitantly, the form-critics advance 
other firmly held opinions which vitiate the chief doctrines 
of the Christian religion. Form-critics do not accept the 
doctrine of the deity of Christ. Instead, they strive to . 
prove that the doctrine of the deity of Christ is a product 
of a Christ-mythology which arose 1n the later Christian com-
munity. The doctrine of the Vicarious Atonement or Christ is 
rendered meaningless in the form-critical ideology; in their 
opinion, Jesus was just a martyr to his cause - the prophetic 
preaching or repentance and the coming of the Kingdom of God. 
All Messianic concepts which Christendom applies to J8 sus are 
ruled out by the form-critics. Indeed, the exceedingly skep-
tic critic Bultmann makes himself ridiculous by stating that 
.Jesus himself was never conscious of Messianic claims, for 
"he always referred to the Son or Man (a Messianic title) in 
the third person; ergo, the Son of Man was someone other than 
Jesus. 11 7 This is certainly a non sequitur argument. 
In the face or so flagrant a testimony to unbelief, what 
can one say? The words of 2nd Peter 2:1 come forcibly to 
mind: "But there were false prophets among the people, even 
as there shall be false teachers among you, who privily shall 
bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that bought 
them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction." 
Such men "wrest scripture to their own destruction". 
7Rudolph Bultmann, "A New Approach to the Synoptic Prob-
lem. " Journal £f. Religion, VI ( 1926) , 354 
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Me~time. al~ true believers . may rejoi.ce that despite 
insistent and insidious attempts to undermine and discredit 
the Bible as the verbally inspired Word of God (and with it, 
the essential truths "whioh make us wise ~to salvation"), 
it remains pure and invincible. proving consistently that 
"Scripture cannot be brolten." 
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